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ABSTRACT
As a consequence of metal fatigue, cracks can develop 
and grow in operational aircraft. Periodic inspections must be 
made in order to detect and repair them before they reach a 
dangerous length. Cracks which grow from holes are a significant 
problem for aircraft since the wings and fuselage can contain 
many thousands of fasteners, or rivets. Since it is impractical 
to remove them all, inspection must be made with them installed.
Research into the application of eddy currents to this 
problem has led to the development of a scanning procedure in 
which a small coil is moved around the circumference of the 
fastener while its impedance is repeatedlv measured at different 
positions. This set of data constitutes an image which can be 
analvsed using pattern recognition techniques to identify the 
presence of a crack.
A self-contained automated instrument has been built on 
these principles. It  incorporates a microprocessor which controls 
all aspects of the systems operation, including analysis and 
display of results. Tests show that it can detect the presence of 
simulated radial cracks as small as 0.2 mm long beneath the heads 
of fasteners.
The natural extension of these ideas leads to the 
concept of eddy—current imaging in which a 3—D picture of a 
defect is reconstructed from measurements of the surface magnetic 
field. The feasibility of implementing this, using techniques 
such as tomography, is discussed.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Of the many problems that are associated with the 
maintenance o-f a fleet of operational aircraft, the growth of 
small radial cracks from beneath the heads of rivets and bolts 
has in recent vears caused increasing concern to both civil and 
military aircraft operators- As a conseauence of this, a 
programme of work was started in Materials and Structures 
Department, RAE, in order to investigate the extent to which 
eddv—current inspection could be used to detect this type of 
crack- This thesis is an account of some aspects of the research 
that has taken place subsequently. It  also traces the way in 
which ideas have developed so that it  is now feasible to consider 
techniques of eddy—current imaging.
If a metal plate containing a hole is subjected to a 
tensile stress, then the presence of the hole causes an increased 
stress in its vicinity with a peak at its circumference. If the 
plate is cvclicly stressed over a long period then it is possible 
for fatigue cracks to initiate and grow from the edge of the 
hole. Unless some remedial action is taken, the metal can 
eventually break. The wings and fuselage of an aircraft may be 
regarded as consisting of many thin metal plates fastened to a 
stiff framework by means of rivets or bolts. Under operational 
conditions, the entire structure of the aircraft experiences 
continual cvclic stressing which may lead to the growth of 
fatigue cracks from the fastener hales. Consequently it  is 
essential that periodic inspections are made during the
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operational life of an aircraft so that any such cracks can be 
detected and repaired before they grow to the extent that the 
aircraft becomes unsafe. There are many different ways in which 
stress concentrations arise and hence many situations in which 
cracks can initiate and grow in aircraft structures. Cracks at 
fastener holes are important because, although the probability of 
a crack growing from a particular hole is small, an aircraft may 
contain many thousands of fasteners, hence there is a significant 
problem. Fig 6 shows a fastener in a tvpical application.
Since it is impractical to remove all the fasteners in 
order to inspect the holes, cracks must be detected with the 
fasteners installed. At present most established methods are 
based on the use of ultrasound. In this method a transducer sends 
an ultrasonic beam into the specimen. A variety of features 
including cracks can reflect part of the beam back to the 
transducer where it is converted to an electrical signal and 
displaved on an oscilloscope. In order to inspect an aircraft in 
this way, it is first necessary to remove the protective layer of 
paint from the vicinity of the fasteners and to apply a couplant 
so that there is good acoustic coupling between the transducer 
and the aircraft skin. The operator must then manipulate the 
transducer around the circumference of the fastener whilst 
attempting to locate cracks by identifying the reflections that 
they cause from among the complicated pattern of signals 
displayed on the screen.
There are, therefore, several disadvantages associated 
with the use of ultrasonic methods for this purpose. Firstly, as 
stated above, prior to inspection, paint must be removed.
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Conversely, after inspection all traces of couplant must be 
cleaned off and the bare metal repainted. Secondly, although 
cracks as small as 0.25 mm radial length can be detected by this 
technique under ideal conditions, it is impossible for the 
operator to maintain the reauired levels of skill and 
concentration over long periods. It is highly unlikely that these 
small cracks can be detected as a matter of routine. In practice 
it  seems that there is a 50% chance that 1.00 mm long cracks will 
be overlooked. Finally, because of the attenuating effect of the 
interface between layers, it  is not generally possible to detect 
cracks in sub—surface layers using ultrasonic techniques.
If observations indicate that a crack is present then 
the fastener is removed. If the crack is not too large then the 
bore can be reamed out and an oversize fastener fitted. Larger 
cracks require much more extensive repairs. In order that the 
extent of the damage and hence the cost of repairs can be kept to 
a minimum, it is necessary to detect cracks reliably as soon as 
possible.
More generally, any method of detecting cracks must be 
judged in terms of a large number of factors including speed of 
operation, sensitivity, ease of usage, resolution and 
reliability. It  is difficult to compare two different methods 
because of the range of different features. The best approach to 
practical problems is to use several complementary methods. 
However, it is clear that existing methods are unsatisfactory on 
all counts.
It was against this background that a programme of 
research was started in order to find out to what extent
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eddy—current inspection could be used as the basis of a practical 
method for detecting cracks under installed fasteners. A specific 
objective was to develop an instrument capable of detecting 
cracks in an aluminium plate beneath the heads of non-ferrous 
fasteners. It  soon became apparent from a detailed survey of the 
application of eddy—current methods to NDE that most of the work 
that had been done was based on the use of the ring, or 
encircling, probe (fig 8). This is discussed in detail later 
and is onlv mentioned here to illustrate one of the reasons why 
eddy—current inspection has been somewhat slow to develop in 
comparison with other types of NDE. In general, an optimum method 
of detection should make use of all those features which are 
uniquely characteristic of cracks. In the particular case of 
fastener holes, the dominant feature is that the crack breaks the 
cylindrical symmetry of the system. The ring probe does not 
exploit this and consequently is not very sensitive.
Users of NDE techniques do not as a rule have the 
expertise or resources necessary to develop equipment for their 
particular problems. Rather, thev have to rely on commercially 
available test instruments. In order to be a marketing success, 
these instruments are usually designed to cover as large a range 
of applications as possible. Because of their generality, they 
are not ideally suited to difficult inspection problems when it  
is important that every aspect of the technique must be 
optimised. In view of this it was felt that the best approach was 
to discard all preconceived ideas and investigate the problem at 
a fundamental level and then attempt to develop a practical 
solution from first principles. This approach has led to the
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development of a scanning eddv—current method in which a 
transducer is moved along a precise path whilst numerous 
measurements are continually made. The result of this process is 
a set of numbers which constitutes an image which can be analvsed 
using, for example, pattern recognition techniques in order to 
extract the required information. It will become apparent that 
scanning methods depend totally on the use of computers for 
control, data acquisition, analysis and the displaying of 
results. The viability of a small portable instrument which 
embodies these features is a consequence of the advent of cheap, 
powerful microprocessors.
A scanning eddv—current instrument for detecting cracks 
under installed fasteners has been developed which is capable of 
detecting radial cracks as small as 0.2 mm long. At this stage it  
became apparent that eddy—current inspection has considerable 
potential when it is applied to problems in conjunction with the 
recent advances in microelectronic technology and analysis 
techniques. In fact it is now possible to develop practical wavs 
of reconstructing a three—dimensional eddv—current distribution 
from extensive measurements of the magnetic field at the surface 
of a conductor. Just as both ultrasonic and X-rav imaging have 
been developed, so it is feasible to consider eddy—current 
imaging.
The way in which this thesis is set out tends to follow 
the natural development of ideas fairly closely. In chapter 2 the 
basic theory of eddy—current inspection is discussed with 
particular reference to the extraction of information from 
measurements. Chapter 3 introduces scanning methods and shows how
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thev can be applied to the problem o-f cracks under fasteners. 
Chapter 4 describes in detail the design and construction of a 
practical system based on these principles. Finally, chapter 5 
shows the further developments that are taking place and, in 
particular, dicusses the concept and implementation of 
eddy—current imaging.
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CHAPTER 2
PRINCIPLES OF EDDY-CURRENT INSPECTION
2.1 INTRODUCTION
Although eddy—current inspection has been used 
extensively tor most o-f this century as a means o-f characterising 
various -features o-f conducting bodies, by -far the most important 
application has been to the detection of defects such as cracks 
in engineered metallic structures.
The essence of this technique is to infer the presence 
of defects from electromagnetic field measurements. When a 
conducting bodv is influenced bv a time-varying magnetic field, 
an electric field is induced in it in accordance with Faraday's 
law. For a given source field the resulting distribution of eddv 
currents is wholly determined by the distributions of resistivity 
and permeability in the body and the scattered field that is 
caused by the eddy currents is therefore also determined by these 
distributions. This scattered field can be measured outside the 
body so that physical features that affect resistivity or 
permeability are. in principle, observable. For example, if a 
crack that is in effect a thin sheet with high resistivity 
interrupts the flow of eddv currents, then its presence can be 
inferred from measurements of the scattered field at the surface. 
In this thesis only non—magnetic materials are considered and so 
relative permeability is assumed to be unity throughout space and 
thus has no effect.
Although the main objective of this work is to develoD 
and optimise practical methods of eddy—current insoection, the
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relevance o-f a sound understanding of the underlying theory 
cannot be overstated. Since the presence of a crack must be 
inferred, its relationship to the scattered field that it  causes 
is of particular importance. In order to design effective 
instruments it is essential to have at least a qualitative 
understanding of the physical processes that are taking place. 
Thus in this chapter a precise description of insoection is 
presented together with its interpretation in physical terms. No 
new fundamental theory can be introduced since everything 
ultimately derives from Maxwell's equations, but the description 
in terms of dyadic Green's functions that is discussed later 
allows a direct physical interpretation as well as permitting 
exact numerical solutions.
currents are induced in conducting materials can be derived from 
Maxwell's equations
BASIC PRINCIPLES
A qualitative description of the wav in which eddv
E
a t
(2.1)
CJULrtL H = 3"
S t
(2.2)
ekjiAT ^ (2.3)
(2.4)
and the constitutive relationships
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(2.5)
T> = £  I (2.6)
(2.7)
where E, H and Jj£ are the electric and magnetic -fields and the 
magnetic induction. and D are the current density and 
displacement, ja and € are the permeability and permittivity, <f 
is the conductivity and is the charge density.
Taking the curl o-f (2.2) and substituting (2.6) and
(2.7) leads to
Since both CT and £ are in general -functions o-f position
OLxyfL H -  cuL/'j't cy £  -t ^  ^ ^
a t
(2.8)
(2.9)
(2.10)
Substituting (2.1), (2.9) and (2.19) into (2.8) gives
OLu-tl cut-w-l y
(2.11)
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Making use o-f the identity
(2.12)
and recalling that since the permeabilitv is assumed constant 
throughout space, there are no -free magnetic poles so that
In a similar manner, an expression can be obtained for E which 
must be solved simultaneously with (2.14) subject to the relevant 
boundary conditions in order to find the exact solution for 
arbitrary distributions of conductivity and permittivity. Since 
this is a prohibitive task, it  is fortunate that three 
assumptions can be made that do not in general restrict the 
applicability to cases of practical interest.
First, within a region where CT and £ are both 
homogeneous and isotropic. (2.14) reduces to
Second, since the eguations are linear, no generality is lost by
ckjJO W =  O (2.13)
it follows that
(2.15)
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considering harmonic excitations only, in which case
CV ju)t
(2.16)
and
b  = j  to (2.17)
5>fc
where the phasor H is a complex vector and CO is the angular 
freqencv. Thus (2.15) becomes
V ~  H = (jwjAoO- - e . ^ 0 o i*) W (2.18)
Third, within a good conductor at frequencies below 10MHz the 
second term on the RHS of (2.18) is negligible. The 
interpretation of this is that free charge and displacement 
cannot be established under these circumstances. Thus finally the 
magnetic field within a uniform conducting region is well 
described at low frequencies bv the vector Helmholtz equation
2_
H = 1 cou.crHJ U> CJ n (2.19)
In air (2.18) reduces to
V  H ~ e 0 ^  H (2.20)
However, since
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where c is the velocity of light in air, (2.20) can be 
approximated at low frequencies bv
\! H -  ^ (2.22)
The interpretation of this is that at low freauencies the 
radiative field of a coil is negligible compared with its 
inductive field. This point will be amplified later.
The phvsical relationship between the various parameters 
is illustrated bv the block diagram in fig 1. Current I flows 
through a coil and causes a magnetic field HD in accordance with 
Ampere's law. If the environment contains conducting regions in 
which eddv currents are induced then the latter also cause a 
component of magnetic field Hs which must be added to H0 in order 
to produce the total magnetic field H which by virtue of 
Faraday's law creates an electric field E. The induced current 
density is determined by the conductivity distribution in 
accordance with Ohm's law. These eddy currents in turn cause the 
scattered field Hs thus completing the loop. It can be seen that 
this is effectively a negative—feedback problem since bv Lenz's 
law the direction of the scatterd field Hs will always oppose the . 
source field H0. This gives rise to the well-known screening or 
skin effect.
Although (2.19) and (2.22) can be solved quite easily 
for homogeneous media of infinite extent, as soon as boundaries 
are introduced their solution becomes extremely difficult. The 
simplest model that is appropriate for eddy—current inspection is 
the conducting half—plane in which space is separated into
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conducting and non-conducting homogeneous regions by the plane 
2=0. This can be used to simulate the behaviour o-f a large metal 
block. In order to calculate the effect of an electromagnetic 
field source on a half—plane, (2.19) must be solved inside the 
conductor and (2.22) outside. These two solutions must be 
constrained to match at the boundary and to satisfy the 
electromagnetic boundary conditions. For all but the simplest 
sources this is extremely difficult. For example, Stoll C19741 
gives the solution for a horizontal straight wire and Hammond 
C19623 gives the solution for a horizontal circular coil.
However, in the general case for which it  is not possible to 
derive simple analytical solutions, there are two possible 
routes. Firstly a numerical method can be used, such as finite 
element analysis. This has been applied successfully by Lord et 
al C19833 to several electromagnetic problems involving eddy 
currents. Unfortunately this process takes up a great deal of 
computer time and must be repeated for every change in the 
geometry, however slight. Secondly, one of the standard 
analytical techniques for solving boundary value problems can be 
used, such as eigenfunction expansion or Greens functions. These 
are discussed in detail bv Morse and Feshbach C19533.
It is felt that there are significant advantages to be 
gained by expressing the solutions of eddv—current problems in 
terms of Green's functions. This approach will not be treated in 
depth, but can be illustrated in the following way. Recalling 
that by definition
H = id o ^  <2.23]
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substituting (2.23) into (2.19) gives 
2
V  H s _  j  cr H 5 = j w ^ a  H 0 C2.24>
This relates the scattered field inside the conductor, Hs, to the 
source field, HQ. It is always possible to generate the source 
field by an equivalent distribution of magnetic dipoles. If the 
solution of (2.24) can be found that satisfies the half—plane 
boundary conditions for an unit magnetic dipole source, then 
since (2.24) is linear, the solution for an arbitrary source can 
be regarded as a weighted sum of dipole solutions. Thus once 
this fundamental solution has been calculated, the scattered 
field for any source can be found directly by means of 
integration. The dipole solution is in fact a dyadic Green s 
function, of which the applications to electromagnetic problems 
are discussed bv Tai C19713. Expressions for the half—plane 
dyadic Greens function have been derived by Bowler C19841. It 
will be seen in the next section that this formalism has further 
advantages when the effect of cracks is considered.
This mathematical formulation, although predicting the 
exact behaviour, does not give much insight into the physical 
processes that are taking place. Consider the wav in which energy 
is transferred to and from a coil through which an alternating 
current is passing. Since the coil is in air, solutions in 
general satisfy (2.20). This is the wave equation which allows 
solutions that transfer energy irreversibly from the coil by 
radiation. This is manifest as a radiation resistance in series
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with the coil to account -for the permanent loss o-f energy- In the 
quasi—static limit (2-22) applies. In this case there are no 
travelling wave solutions and hence radiation is not possible. 
Energv is transferred inductively into the environment o-f the 
coil and stored bv the magnetic field. In the absence of any 
other process, as the current reduces to zero, all the stored 
energy must be returned to the coil in order to satisfy the 
requirements of energy conservation. This gives rise to a back 
EMF. In the general case the solution represents a combination of 
both mechanisms but recalling that (2.22) can be used for the 
frequency range applicable to eddy—current inspection, it  follows 
that radiation effects in air can be ignored.
If conducting material is placed near the coil so that 
eddy currents are induced, then energy is dissipated in the form 
of heat and thus lost from the inductive source field. An EMF, 
which is induced in the coil bv the scattered field, precisely 
accounts for the loss of energy. In fact the scattered field mav 
be thought of as the means by which the drive circuit is informed 
of this loss. The intimate relationship between energv 
dissipation and scattering is a direct consequence of causalitv. 
Fig 2 summarises these processes for the transfer of energy to 
and from a coil above a conducting half—plane. Inside a conductor 
the magnetic field satisfies (2.19) which permits damped 
travelling wave solutions. Thus in these circumstances the energy 
associated with the scattered field is transferred radiativelv. 
This can be demonstrated by solving (2.19) for the simple 1—D 
case when H depends only on z. The component Hy, for example, 
is determined by
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The solution of this is
Hy = Ry0 e  c o o  (c u t - (2-26)
where
(2-27)
is the well-known skin depth and Hyo is the value of the field at 
the surface of the conductor- It  can be seen that (2-26) is the 
equation of an exponentially—decaying wave travelling into the 
conductor.
field at the surface of a conductor due to a sub—surface crack 
was bv Burrows C19643. In this approach the crack is represented 
by electric and magnetic dipoles and the perturbation is 
calculated on the basis of scattering theory- However, the 
solutions obtained are valid only for cracks that are small and 
whose deDth below the surf ace is small compared with the skin 
depth. Subsequent methods have all been subject to these, or 
equivalent, approximations and to date no publication is known to 
develop a solution for this problem without any restrictions.
Green's function corresponding to different sources. The type 
described above is the solution for a unit magnetic dipole
2.3 THE OBSERVABILITY OF CRACKS
The first rigorous attempt to calculate the observed
There are several types of electromagnetic dyadic
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outside the conductor. The type referred to below gives the 
solution for a unit electric dipole source, or current element, 
inside the conductor. If the problem is formulated in terms of 
the latter functions, then it  is readily seen how an exact 
solution can be found. Fig 3A represents the electric field 
EQ inside a conductor, fig 3B shows E, the total field when 
a crack is present and fig 3C shows Ec = E — E0, the perturbation 
caused by the crack. The function Ec is determined uniquely by 
two necessary and sufficient conditions. Firstly it  must satisfy 
(2.19), the Helmholtz equation, sub ject to half—plane boundary 
conditions and secondly, in order to ensure that no current 
flows across the crack, Ec must balance E0 at the crack location 
so that the component of E perpendicular to the crack surface is 
zero. The first condition is automatically satisfied if Ec is 
represented by an expansion in terms of half—plane dyadic Green's 
functions and the second is satisfied by adjusting the 
coefficients of this expansion. Bowler C19843 has developed this 
idea rigorously and derived expressions for the relevant Green's 
functions. In physical terms, in order to divert current around 
itself, a crack develops electric charges on its surfaces and may 
be regarded as a sheet of electric dipoles. As the solution due 
to a unit dipole is known, the solution due to anv crack can be 
found by integration.
Finally, from an observer's point of view, the situation 
is comparatively simple. Fig 3D summarises the effects in terms 
of equivalent circuit parameters. A single coil in air exhibits 
self—inductance: a single coil which induces eddy currents in a 
nearby conductor exhibits a reflected impedance which arises from
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the voltage induced by the scattered -field. Two coils close to a 
conductor interact directly by means o-f their mutual inductance 
and also indirectly through the action o-f the eddy currents. This 
process is properly called reflected mutual impedance. Thus a 
crack is observed as a change in the reflected impedance of a 
single coil or a change in the reflected mutual impedance between 
two coils.
2.4 ESTABLISHED EDDY-CURRENT METHODS
There are many eddy—current instruments on the market 
and an even larger number of publications that have, over the 
years, described special purpose installations or research 
techniques. This wide variety of applications can be 
approximately categorised in terms of four main factors. They are 
(1) the geometry of the source field, <2> the time dependence of 
the drive current, (3) the method of measuring the scattered 
field and (4) the signal processing and display of results. It  is 
not useful to review all these techniques here, rather, each of 
the factors will be considered in turn giving typical examples 
and highlighting well-known or important applications. Finally, 
the impedance—plane method of signal processing and display will 
be considered in more detail as it forms the basis of most of 
the popular commercial instruments currently used in the aircraft 
industry.
The optimum geometry of the source field depends on the 
nature of the object to be inspected. The objective of good 
design is to induce a high current densitv perpendicular to the 
plane of suspected cracks. If a crack lies parallel to the
Chapter 2
current then it  does not interrupt the -flow and hence is not 
observable- This requirement ideally leads to a specific 
transducer for each inspection problem. In practice, a limited 
range of transducers is available commercially which covers the 
most common problems such as small surface—breaking cracks, 
cracks in welds, cracks in turbine blades and so on.
The time—dependence of the drive current through the 
coil can take several forms. The simplest method is excitation at 
a single frequencv. liulti—frequency methods have been developed 
mainly by Libby C19713. The reason for using several frequencies 
simultaneously is to identify and subsequently eliminate unwanted 
signals due to features other than cracks. For example, one of 
the ma.ior problems in most traditional methods is lift-o ff error 
which arises as a consequence of the extreme sensitivity of 
conventional transducers to height above the surface or angle 
relative to it. The use of these techniques enables the effects 
of lift-o ff and other errors to be reduced. Another imoortant 
method is pulse excitation (see for example Morris C19753). In a 
linear system there is no difference in principle between the 
data that can be collected by this method and by multi—frequency 
methods since thev are related by Fourier transforms. However, in 
practice one or other method may lead to a better S/N ratio 
depending on the circumstances.
Several methods of measuring the scattered field are 
commonly used. If the same coil is used both to establish the 
source field and to measure the scattered field then it is 
generally connected as one leg of a bridge network. This is 
balanced when the coil is on an uncracked part of the specimen
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and so, as it is moved across the surface, any out—of—balance 
signal is attributed to cracks. Alternatively a second coil can 
be used to measure the scattered field. In addition various solid 
state devices can be used to measure the magnetic field such as 
Hall probes, magneto—resistive diodes or magnetic transistors.
Signal processing and analvsis does not tend to be very 
sophisticated. Some instruments simply compare the observed 
signal with a preset threshold and display the results on a 
meter. Others more properly treat the signal as the locus of a 
point in a complex impedance—plane which traces out 
characteristic lobes as the coil passes over defects. These must 
be correctly identified by the operator. With multi—frequency 
methods, signals at several frequencies are combined using 
analogue electronics in order to reduce errors as discussed 
above.
It can be seen that with all these possibilities an 
enormous variety of methods is passible. However, most of the 
instruments that are commercially—available are based on bridge 
circuits and impedance-plane displays. A typical version is 
illustrated in fig 4. The test set is similar in appearance to a 
small oscilloscope and usually several interchangeable 
transducers are available to cope with different geometries. In 
order to search for a surface crack in a flat plate, for example, 
the following procedure is used. The transducer is moved to a 
part of the specimen which contains no defects and the instrument 
is balanced which brings a spot on the CRT to the centre of the 
screen. As the transducer is moved over the surface, changes in 
the coil impedance cause the spot to make excursions from the
Chapter 2
centre. The size and orientation of these lobes are 
characteristic of the defect that caused them and a 
operator can identify the presence of cracks and, to 
extent, disregard other effects.
skilled 
a limited
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CHAPTER 3
SCANNING EDDY-CURRENT METHODS
3.1 INTRODUCTION
In this chapter, scanning eddy-current methods are 
introduced and it is shown how their use can reduce significantly 
the effects of unwanted signals and noise which limit the 
performance of conventional techniques. Prior to this some 
general observations are made concerning the implementation of 
eddy—current inspection.
A crack is detectable onlv if it  interrupts and diverts 
the flow of eddy currents. One of the aims of good design 
therefore is to ensure that they are concentrated in the region 
of a suspected crack and in a direction that is normal to its 
surface. If a crack is parallel to the eddy currents then it  
cannot be detected.
Eddy—current inspections can be made using one or more 
coils. If a single coil is used both to establish the source 
field and to measure the scattered field, then the presence of a 
crack must be inferred from the reflected impedance of that coil. 
On the other hand, if one coil is used to establish the source 
field and a second coil to measure the scattered field, then the 
presence of the crack is inferred from the reflected mutual 
impedance between the two coils. There is in general for each 
crack a unique position in which a coil attains its maximum 
sensitivity. By the law of reciprocity, this position is the same 
whether the coil is used to establish the source field or to 
measure the scattered field. If two coils are used then they
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cannot both occupy the optimum position. Therefore if sensitivity 
is important, then it is better to use a single coil.
Although high sensitivity is desirable, it  is bv no 
means the most important feature of a system. Modern electronic 
techniques make it possible to amplify very small voltages 
without difficulty. Many factors other than the presence of 
cracks can cause a coherent response in inspection instruments.
It is essential that the S/N ratio of the measurement is as large 
as possible. In this context noise means unwanted coherent 
signals as well as random noise. A well designed instrument 
should have a high sensitivity to cracks in conjunction with a 
low sensitivity to noise. One way of achieving this is to exploit 
any difference in features between the crack signal and the noise 
signal. For example, they may have different characteristics with 
regard to magnitude and phase variations which permit the crack 
to be identified. Another way is to concentrate the eddv—current 
distribution into as small a volume as possible within which any 
crack is the dominant feature. This also has the advantage of 
improving spatial resolution. However, there can be a cost 
associated with this approach since confining the eddy-current 
distribution tends to restrict the depth of penetration below the 
surface. Hence this is more suited to surface—breaking cracks.
In the more general case of sub—surface cracks, the 
time—dependence of the source field is of considerable 
importance. Because of the skin effect, information about the 
profile of the crack can be gained bv analysing measurements made 
at a range of frequencies. Yet often in multi—frequency 
eddv- current methods these data are used to reduce noise and thus
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thev inadvertently discard useful information. It is preferable 
to eliminate noise signals by improved system design and hence 
make better use of the measurements.
So far there has been no discussion of the way in which 
eddy—current transducers should be manipulated physically. In 
this context their operation falls into two main categories, 
namely static and dynamic. In a static mode measurements are made 
with the transducer stationary relative to the test object. The 
presence of any cracks can be inferred by comparison with a 
calibration measurement made on a similar test object that is 
known to be unflawed. Any difference in the signal should be 
attributable to a crack. However, since it is not possible to 
make the calibration under exactly identical conditions, 
unquantifiable errore are introduced which restrict the 
effectiveness of static methods. In a dynamic mode, the 
transducer is moved over the test object either mechanically or 
bv hand while the processed signal is displayed on a meter or 
CRT. The presence of a crack causes a momentary change in the 
signal as the transducer passes over it. Some of the 
disadvantages of static methods are avoided since a remote 
calibration is not required. However, the main shortcoming of 
both these approaches is that, due to the trivial way in which 
the data are processed and presented, they do not begin to 
exploit the full potential of eddy—current inspection.
3.2 PRINCIPLES OF SCANNING METHODS
Scanning methods develop naturallv as an extension of 
dynamic methods when an attempt is made to exploit recent
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advances in technology and analvsis techniques for the purpose of 
making more efficient use of all the data that can be measured. A 
transducer, which preferably has been designed to match the 
geometry of the test object, is moved relative to it in a precise 
and repeatable path by means of an electromechanical actuator of 
some kind. Throughout this process, at all positions, 
measurements are repeatedly made, digitised and stored in the 
memory of a computer. The data obtained in this way constitute an 
image or pattern. This can be analysed using powerful techniques 
such as pattern recognition or minimum variance estimation ?n 
order to enhance the S/N ratio associated with the parameters of 
any cracks. The observed image may Le thought of as a 
superposition of other, more basic, images each of which is 
associated witn one particular feature. These basic images are 
characterised by their shape and hence, if they are sufficiently 
distinguishable, the effect of each corresponding feature can be 
isolated. For example, a crack which in general gives a 
characteristic image can be distinguished from systematic noise 
provided that their images are sufficiently different.
Furthermore this is so even when the magnitude of the image 
associated with the crack is substantially smaller than the rest 
of the signal.
In order to illustrate this point and also to emphasise 
the differences between static, dynamic and scanning methods, 
consider a simple, albeit contrived, example. Fig 5A shows the 
use of an arbitrary transducer to detect cracks in a conducting 
block which has a regular slotted surface. Fig 5B shows the 
component of the observed signal which is caused solely by the
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effect of the slots as the transducer is moved across the 
surface. Fig 5C shows the component caused bv a crack and fig 5D 
shows the total measured image which is due to the combined 
effect of these two features. If the transducer is used 
staticallv then, depending on its position, in the absence of a 
crack the measured value will lie between Yj and Y2- 
Therefore this must be interpreted as background noise. A crack 
can be detected only if the measured signal goes outside this 
range, which only happens if the length of the crack is greater 
than the depth of the slots. Consequently this method is 
extremely insensitive. With the dynamic method, the nature of the 
system noise becomes apparent as the transducer is moved, but 
because it is so dominant, it can be difficult to notice the 
superimposed effect of a small crack. With a scanning method, the 
signal is measured and stored in a computer memory as the 
transducer is moved across the surface so that it  can be 
evaluated, in its entirety. The systematic noise image can then be 
identified and removed to leave the crack image clearly visible.
Since each measurement is in fact a complex impedance, 
the scan can be represented by the locus of a point in the 
complex impedance plane. If scans are made at a range of 
different frequencies, then this can be extended to an impedance 
space with frequency as the third axis. The total set of 
measurements can be represented by a 2—D surface in this space.
The ability in scanning methods to make automatic 
measurements of the system under test can be exploited in other 
ways. For example, extensive data can be accumulated verv 
rapidly, far more in fact than a human operator could possibly
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assimilate. But bv using computers -for processing and analysis, 
the essential information can be extracted and presented to the 
operator, rather than the raw data.
Reference has been made repeatedly to the use of 
computers for analysing data. In fact the whole concept of 
scanning eddy—current methods depends totally on their use for 
four basic functions. These are control, data acauisition, 
analvsis and disolav.
It is essential in scanning methods that measurements 
are made as a function of position. The most effective wav to 
achieve this is to control the position of the transducer by 
means of an electromechanical device, such as a linear actuator 
or stepper motor, which is interfaced to the computer. The 
movement of the transducer and the measurement of data can then 
be coordinated without difficulty by programmed instructions.
In addition to these tasks, the computer can be used to 
control the way in which results are displayed. This function is 
of considerable importance because the ultimate aim of the whole 
process is to convey the correct information to the operator in 
its simplest form and the display system is the means bv which 
this is achieved. Apart from permitting a flexible output format, 
the use of a computer enables the instrument to interact 
intelligently with the operator.
3.3 APPLICATION TO CRACKS UNDER FASTENERS
The dominant geometric feature of a fastener installed 
in an uncracked hole is its axial symmetry. The presence of a 
crack breaks this symmetry and consequently this fact should be
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exploited in a crack—detection svstem. If a email coil traces a 
circular path around the axis of a fastener, then only asvmmetric 
features such as a crack can cause a variation in its reflected 
impedance during the scan. An uncracked hole is totally 
transparent to the measurement system.
In order to detect small cracks and to achieve a good 
S/N ratio, the induced eddy currents should be confined as much 
as possible to the region where cracks are expected to grow. 
Furthermore, since it is radial cracks that are to be detected, 
the eddy—currents should preferably attain their peak intensity 
in a direction normal to the radius so that a crack offers the 
maximum interruption to the flow of current and hence causes the 
maximum change in the reflected impedance if the coil.
These considerations lead eventually to the 
configuration shown in fig 6. A small coil on the outer leg of a 
thin C—shaped ferrite core sets ud a localised eddy—current field 
in the region of the outer layer where it is known that cracks 
can grow. As the coil is rotated about the axis of the fastener, 
different regions under its circumference are inspected in turn.
If a crack is present it causes a localised change in the complex 
imoedance of the coil. The type of measurements obtained in this 
wav due to a crack in an otherwise perfect fastener hole is 
represented by fig 7A. In the absence of the crack this would be 
a straight line.
Because of the way that symmetrv is exploited, several 
sources of error which affect other methods are eliminated. 
Differences in the resistivities of the fastener and the skin and 
the dependence of the signal on the height of the coil above the
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surface are just two examples. However, some sources o-f 
systematic error still occur but they can be removed using 
analysis techniques.
The dominant source o-f systematic noise arises -from the 
misalignment o-f the axis o-f rotation o-f the transducer with the 
axis of the fastener since it is not possible to position the 
transducer with sufficient accuracy. However, to a good 
approximation this signal is sinusoidal with respect to the angle 
of the transducer as shown in fig 7B. Consequently the observed 
image, which is a superposition of two main components looks like 
fig 7C.
Using pattern recognition techniques, the harmonic 
component of the signal can be identified and removed thus 
isolating the signal due to any cracks. There are of course other 
components to be taken into account, for example random noise.
But since the image due to a crack is so distinctive, it is 
possible to identify it even when its magnitude is small in 
comparison with the measured image.
3.4 COMPARISON WITH OTHER METHODS
This section is not intended to be an exhaustive review 
of all the NDE methods that can be used to detect cracks under 
fasteners: this is done admirably by Cooper and Forney C19S31 who 
also describe the background to the problem. However, in order to 
put the scanning eddy-current method into perspective, it  is 
expedient to outline those methods that are in frequent use and 
to mention other new techniques that are being developed.
It is generally accepted that if the fastener can be
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removed then rotating eddy—current bolt-hole probes are the most 
reliable and sensitive method. In this way, cracks less then 
0.5 mm long can be detected. Since removal o-f the -fastener is 
time-consuming and can also cause structural damage, in general 
thev must remain in place during the inspection. Although a 
variety o-f other methods have been tried, primarily eddy—current 
and ultrasonic methods are used in practice.
When this research programme was started, all the 
commercial instruments had transducers which were held and 
manipulated by hand. Ultrasonic methods, which have alreadv been 
discussed in the introduction, were capable o-f detecting 1.00 mm 
long cracks in the surface layer. Eddy—current methods were based 
almost exclusively on the ring, or encircling, probe (fig 8).
This is a cylindrically symmetric transducer which consists of a 
coil inside a ferrite cup—core. A circular current distribution 
is induced around the fastener and this is distorted by the 
presence of cracks, causing a change in the reflected imoedance 
of the coil. Many other uncontrollable factors also affect the 
impedance such as the resistivity of the fastener, the height of 
the transducer above the surface, the position relative to the 
centre and so on. These all limit the resolution of the technique 
and in practice it is only effective for cracks in excess of 2.00 
mm long in the surface layer. Unlike ultrasound, its performance 
is unaffected by the interface between layers and so it  was used 
extensively to search for cracks in sub—surface layers. Ansley 
C19751 and Ansley and Neufeld C19763 showed how this method 
could be used to detect cracks in excess of 6.0 mm long through 
an outer layer which was 7.5 mm thick.
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Since that time there have been several developments- In 
principle, ultrasonic methods are more effective for cracks far 
below the surface, since ultrasound can travel long distances in 
metals without undue attenuation- Also they are of restricted use 
in applications to cracks near the surface by the diffulty of 
setting up waves at the shallow angles needed. Eddy—current 
methods, on the other hand, are limited by the skin effect and so 
are most effective for cracks near the surface- Oddly enough, 
recent techniques have reversed this situation. The major 
development in the detection of surface layer cracks has been an 
automated ultrasonic method while the detection of deeper cracks 
has been accomplished mainly by eddy—currents. This reflects the ‘ 
difficulty of passing ultrasound through the interface between 
layers-
*
The Autoscan 1 is a microprocessor—controlled automatic 
ultrasonic instrument which has been developed for the USAF by 
Systems Research Laboratories. A transducer is mechanically 
scanned around the fastener and signal processing techniques are 
used to improve the S/N ratio. A computer—generated display 
indicates the presence of any cracks. It is capable of reliably 
detecting 1.00 mm long cracks in the outer layer.
With regard to eddy—current techniques, the most 
relevant development was described by Mih Q9801. A circular 
array transducer with 16 radial segments is scanned 
electronically. It is claimed that by analysing these 
measurements cracks in excess of 0.75 mm long can be detected. 
This instrument is currently being developed for the USAF by the 
Northrop Corporation.
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CHAPTER 4
A PRACTICAL SCANNING EDDY-CURRENT SYSTEM FOR DETECTING
CRACKS UNDER FASTENERS
4.1 INTRODUCTION
In the previous chapter the concept of scanning 
eddy-cu.rrent methods was introduced and it was shown how this 
could be applied to the detection of cracks under installed 
fasteners. This chapter describes in detail the design and 
operation of an instrument which puts these ideas into practice.
At the start of this research programme it was difficult 
to decide on the minimum level of performance that would be 
regarded as acceptable. However, it was felt that in order to 
achieve a significant improvement over existing eddy—current 
methods and to pose a realistic alternative to ultrasonic 
methods, then the proposed instrument should be able to detect 
0.5 mm radial cracks in the surface layer beneath non-ferrous 
fasteners. This was taken as the gauge with which performance 
would be measured. The rest of this chapter is a detailed 
description of the system in its final form. For completeness 
this is preceded by a summary of the development that led up to 
it.
4.2 PRELIMINARY EXPERIMENTS
The first prototype transducer was based on an E—shaped 
ferrite core <f ig 9). Since ferrite is both hard and brittle, 
the fabrication of these can be difficult. Fortunately, in this 
case, it could be farmed in one piece by grinding down a larger
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commercially—available core of a suitable shape. An alternative 
method is to build up the required shape by glueing together 
smaller more basic sections.
Two coils, each with 800 turns of 46 swg self—bonding 
wire, were wound on special formers and glued on to the outer 
legs of the core as shown in figs 14A and 14B. In order to keep 
the system initially as simple as possible, it was decided to 
delay the problem of building a rotating probe by keeping it  
stationary and rotating the test specimen beneath it. This gives 
the same results and is much easier to construct. The method of 
testing is shown in fig 10A. The test specimen consisted of a 
pair of aluminium alloy discs which measured 2.5 mm thick and 100 
mm in diameter. The top plate had a countersunk hole at its 
centre and the bottom plate had a plain hole so that they could 
be held together with a fastener. They were located in a simple 
ball-bearing mounted turtable which enabled them to be rotated by 
hand about the axis of the fastener. An interchangeable set of 
discs was produced having countersunk holes with simulated radial 
cracks. These ranged in length from 0.5 mm to 2.S mm and were 
made using a jewellers saw. The transducer was clamped rigidly 
approximately 0.5 mm above the fastener and .its angular position 
relative to the specimen was controlled by rotating the 
turntable.
The method of instrumentation is illustrated in fig 10B.
A constant amplitude current with a nominal frequency of IKHz was 
passed through the two coils in series. This was provided by a 
signal generator and drive amplifier. The voltages across the two 
coils were amplified and connected differentially to a lock—in
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amplifier. The outputs of this, which were proportional to the 
real and imaginary parts of the differential coil impedance, were 
displayed on voltmeters and also connected to a storage 
oscilloscoDe which was operated in the X—Y mode. The latter could 
therefore trace out the locus of the differential coil impedance 
in the complex plane as the turntable was rotated.
The turntable was adjusted so that the fastener was as 
near as possible coaxial with the transducer. It was then rotated 
slowly and steadily through one complete revolution whilst the 
output signal was observed. In the absence of a simulated crack, 
the signal did not vary with the turntable angle apart from 
random errors due to mechanical noise. However, if a cracked disc 
was selected, there was a coherent change in the signal level as 
the crack passed under each leg of the core in turn, as shown in 
fig 11B. It was found that, even with this unsophisticated 
system, simulated cracks as small as 0.5 mm in radial length 
caused an observable response which was both characteristic and 
repeatable.
The next stage was to automate the transducer and devise 
an operating system capable of accumulating and analysing the 
data so that a, more detailed investigation could be made. A 
similar transducer was used but the core and coil assembly was 
cast into a cylindrical resin—filled block in such a way that it 
could be fitted on the end of, and coaxial with, the shaft of a 
miniature stepper motor as shown in fig 12. The latter could 
perform 400 steps per revolution in either direction. The body of 
the motor was bolted to a disc—shaped platform which had three 
adjustable feet that enabled the transducer to be levelled and
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set to a precise distance above the specimen.
The importance o-f computers to this method has already 
been emphasised and it was at this stage that a Digital Equipment 
Corporation LSI—11 processor board together with 16 kb of RAM, a 
DRV—11 parallel I/O interface and a DLV—11 serial interface were 
incorporated in the experiment (fig 13). The individual boards 
were assembled in a rack together with a power supply and the 
special interface needed for the transducer.
The system functioned in the following way. The stepper 
motor was ultimately controlled bv programmed instructions which 
sent logic signals through the parallel interface to a stepper 
motor controller. In this way it could be directly controlled in 
speed and direction by software. The in—phase and quadrature 
analogue signals from the lock—in amplifier were converted to 
digital form by a 12—bit ADC and were input to the computer 
memory at each step of the motor through the interface. A pair of 
12—bit DAC's enabled the computer to output two analogue signals, 
through the interface. These were used to present a graphical 
display on an oscilloscope operating in the XYZ mode. Dverall 
control and communication was provided by a teletype which was 
connected through the serial interface.
Most of the software was written in BASIC except for 
some interrupt—driven subroutines which were written in assembler 
language in order to handle communications with the non—standard 
peripherals. The main program caused the transducer to perform a 
slow scan whilst measurements were input through the ADC and 
stored in an array. The data in the array was then processed 
using elementary pattern recognition techniques to remove the
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harmonic error signal due to the transducer being slightly 
off-centre. The resulting crack image was displayed in graphical 
form on the oscilloscope.
The performance of the system confirmed the initial 
findings that the detection of 0.5 mm cracks was reliable and 
repeatable and that the incorporation of small computers in test 
instruments was viable and could bring considerable benefits. 
However, there were still a number of factors that prevented the 
full potential of the method from being achieved.
The means of centreing the transducer was still 
inadequate because, although it was now driven by a stepper 
motor, it could only be adjusted in one direction at a time. The 
procedure for centreing was as follows. The transducer was moved 
in a direction parallel to the core until the output signal was 
zero. It was then rotated through a right angle and the process 
repeated. Under those circumstances it  was positioned at the 
centre of symmetry of the fastener. Unfortunately each adjustment 
was liable to disturb the previous one and so an iterative 
process had to be used. This was coordinated and aided by the 
processor but was still tedious and time-consuming.
Although BASIC is a convenient language to use. it  is by 
no means ideal for controlling non-standard interrupt-driven 
devices. Furthermore, since all software had to be stored on and 
loaded from papertape, program development was arduous and slow. 
The system rapidly reached a stage at which it could not be 
developed any further because of its restricted facilities.
At a more fundamental level, due to the mirror symmetry 
of the E—type core, if two similar cracks were growing on
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opposite sides o-f the hole then their signals would cancel out 
and there would be no output. Since this is a configuration that 
•frequently arises, it was necessary to modify the transducer.
However, the system had served its purpose for its
success in demonstrating the viability and potential of this
approach secured the funding of a PDP-11 floppy—disc—based
computer which is well—suited to the hardware and software
development associated with this type of research. The
development of the current version of the instrument, called the
EDDISCAN, was based on the PDP-11 and is described in detail in
the following sections. The initial aim was to perfect a
laboratory technique with a view to producing a portable
field-test version later. To this end, all the electronics were
located in one rack which was linked to the computer by a 16—bit
*
parallel I/O bus. Thus when the operating system software was 
fully developed, a copy of it could be stored in a PROM and used 
to control a small, dedicated PDP-11 which formed part of a 
self—contained instrument.
4.3 THE TRANSDUCER
4.3.1 Design
When two similar cracks grow opposite to each other in a 
fastener hole, which is quite a common occurrence, the voltages 
SiCiross the two coils cancel out since they are connected 
differentially. Thus this crack configuration cannot be detected 
using an E-tvpe transducer. The problem can be resolved by using 
a C—core with a single coil as was shown in fig 6. If this is 
rotated about the axis of a fastener, then the voltage across the
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coil depends uniquely upon the presence o-f any cracks. The 
signals obtained -from a C—core and an E-core are shown in -fig 11 
-for comparison.
The C-core (-fig 140 can be -formed in one piece out o-f a 
commercial core (Siemens type Si-ferrit E12.6) by a combination o-f 
cleaving and grinding. The ultimate performance is to a large 
extent insensitive to the permeability o-f the -ferrite since the 
total magnetic -flux through the core is dominated by the 
relatively large non—magnetic path. The sole purpose of the core 
is to -form a -flux guide. The problem o-f calculating the -field 
distributions associated with this configuration is far too 
complex to be considered. The dimensions of the core were 
determined bv trial and error bearing in mind the physical 
principles involved and the balance of conflicting requirements. 
Spatial resolution is improved by having a small pole gap, but 
this reduces the depth of penetration. A compromise can only be 
reached on the basis of practical experience.
In removing the difficulties caused bv the E—core, the 
problem of balancing was introduced. The measured voltage across 
the coil (fig 11A) consists of three basic contributions. V* is 
the voltage that is measured in vacuo, V2 caused by the 
reflected impedance of the uncracked specimen and V3 is the small 
variation associated with any cracks. Vj and V2 are of constant 
amplitude but V3 is dependent on the angular position of the 
transducer. Measurements indicated that V3 was in the order of 1". 
of the total signal. The problem was to isolate it  so that it  
could be amplified. In the case of the E-core this was simple 
because, by connecting the coils differentially, Vj and V2 were
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cancelled out. The solution chosen here was to remove and V2 
by generating a balancing voltage under the control o-f the 
computer This is not an easy task since must be complex and so
both in—phase and quadrature components have to be balanced 
independently. When this has been achieved, the remaining signal 
due to V3 can be amplified thus greatly increasing the dynamic 
range of the measurements.
A further problem to be resolved was that of centreing 
the transducer. It must be positioned so that it is coaxial with 
the fastener. With the E—core, it  could be done by exploiting 
the mirror symmetry of the two coils whereas this is impossible 
with a single C—core. An effective solution was for the 
transducer to include four C—cores and coils, aligned in the 
manner shown in fig 19A. If it is placed over a fastener in an 
uncracked hole then when it is coaxial with the fastener, the 
voltages across all four coils will be the same by virtue of 
their symmetry. If the transducer is moved off-centre then the 
voltages will change to a different set of values for each 
position. Thus, if these voltages are measured, it is possible to 
estimate the position of the transducer relative to the axis of 
the fastener. The computer is used to do this and also to display 
the results in graphical form as an aid to centreing.
The centre that is located using this method could be 
called an "electromagnetic centre”. For an uncracked hole this 
coincides with the geometric centre of the fastener. However, if 
a crack is present, then the electromagnetic fields are distorted 
and the electromagnetic centre is displaced. Therefore this is 
only an approximate method of centreing. It will be shown later
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that the consequence o-f performing an o-f-f—centre scan is to 
introduce an error image with a sinusoidal shape- This can be 
removed by the computer using pattern recognition techniques and 
so to scan around the electromagnetic centre is a sufficiently 
good approximation. When the centreing process is completed only 
one coil is used to make measurements during the scan whilst the 
others are held open—circuit in order to prevent any possible 
interactions.
4-3-2 Construction
The coil and core assembly must be fabricated with 
precision so that the cores are symmetric about the axis of the 
stepper motor- There are three axes to consider; the axis of the 
fastener, the axis of rotation of the transducer and the axis of 
symmetry of the cores. Ideally they should all be coincident as 
any departure from this causes an error signal. The relationship 
between the latter two axes is fixed during construction and so 
every care must be taken to minimise any permanent errors.
The four C—cores were first mounted on a small disc of 
fibre—board (fig 15A). Two grooves- which intersected at right 
angles at the centre, had been milled in it, into which the cores 
were a push fit. Eight small pins were inserted around the outer 
part of the disc in order to connect the coil leads. The cores 
were assembled in their respective grooves with Araldite and, 
before it set, were aligned optically using a travelling 
microscope- Later, the coils were placed over the outer legs and 
the leads soldered to the pins- When the continuity had been 
checked the assembly was potted in Araldite leaving the pins
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protruding -from the bottom of the disc.
The coils were wound on a special tool (fig 15B>. A 
former was made out of thin paper soaked in varnish- After 
drying, it was cut to length and fitted over a piece of 6BA brass 
studding. Two washers, held in place with two nuts, made 
temporary sides for the former. The tool was mounted in a 
coil—winding machine and 800 turns of 46swg self—bonding capper 
wire were laid on. The coil was then heated with a blower until 
the wire bonded together. After cooling, the nuts and washers 
were removed and the coil slipped off the studding. By using this 
method and dispensing with a conventional former, many more turns 
could be wound in the available space. The nominal resistance and 
inductance were found to be 50 ohms and 2.5 mH respectively.
The function of the transducer body is to provide a 
means of positioning and smoothly rotating the coil assembly 
about the a>;is of a fastener whilst permitting the voltages 
across all four coils to be measured. There is, however, a basic 
problem in that the rotating coils have eight leads which must be 
connected to the stationary transducer body. The usual solution 
of using slip—rings was not practical in this case as nothing 
appropriate was available commercially. To design and build a set 
of slip—rings for this purpose would have involved a prohibitve 
engineering effort and so an alternative solution was sought.
The leads are connected with a thin plastic—coated 
multiple copper strip which is springy and flexible. A length of 
this is wound into a coil. The inner end is connected to the 
eight leads from the coils and the outer end is connected to a 
terminal block on the transducer bodv. As the coil assembly is
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rotated, the coiled connectors wind or unwind, according to the 
direction. To prevent the possibility of accidental over-rotation 
and subsequent destruction of the leads, a mechanical limiter is 
incorporated which restricts the rotation to 1.25 turns. In 
addition by driving the coil assembly up to one of these limits, 
it can be placed at a known angle relative to the transducer 
body.
The transducer body (fig 16) is composed of four 
main parts; the motor, the mechanical limiter, the electrical 
connections and the coil assembly are all mounted in a 
cylindrical casing.
The stepper motor (Muirhead Vactrix Components Ltd. type « 
13MR310) can rotate in either direction at 400 steps per 
revolution and is bolted rigidly to the casing. One end of an 
extension drive shaft is a push fit on to the end of the stepper 
motor shaft and is secured by drilling and pinning. The other end 
is supported by a bearing.
The coil must be able to rotate a minimum of 1.25 turns 
for the following reason. When a scan is started it causes a 
transient in the signal—processing electronics which consequently 
require time to stabilize. By the time that the coil has rotated 
0.25 turns the system reaches dynamic equilibrium and 
measurements must then be made for a further complete turn. For 
this reason a limiter is incorporated and its construction is 
illustrated in fig 17. A sliding aluminium alloy disc which can 
rotate freely on the shaft has one quarter of its circumference 
reduced to form a wide notch. This is engaged by a peg on the 
face of a second disc which is fixed rigidly to the shaft and
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therefore their relative rotation is restricted to 0.25 turns. On 
another part of the circumference of the sliding disc, a small 
protrusion can engage a peg which is fixed to the casing. This 
limits the rotation of the sliding disc to one revolution and 
hence the motion of the shaft is limited to 1.25 turns with 
respect to the casing.
The coil assembly, having been cast in the form of a 
resin cylinder, is glued to a small circular alloy plate (fig 16) 
taking great care to ensure that it  is mounted centrally. This 
plate is an interference fit on the end of the extension shaft 
and is screwed to make it  secure. The pins pass through eight 
holes in the plate and are connected by wire to a small terminal 
block that is fixed to the shaft. A similar terminal block is 
fixed to the inside of the casing. As stated above, connections 
are made using a coil of eight—way plastic—coated copper strip.
The bare ends are soldered to the terminal blacks and clamped to 
prevent the joints from fatiguing. There are sufficient turns in 
the coiled connecting strip to ensure that its overall diameter 
does not vary too much as the shaft rotates between its limits. 
Leads from the outer terminal block pass through a slot in the 
casing to the rest of the equipment. Finally four LED's are set 
symmetrically in the top of the casing near the edge for use as a 
visual aid to centreing. The transducer is supported at three 
points on its bottom rim. The metal in between is rebated 
slightly in order to form three shallow feet which hold the coil 
assembly at a distance of 0.5 mm above a flat surface. An annular 
perspex dust cover is screwed to the bottom in order to restrain 
the coiled connector and also to prevent the intrusion of foreign
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bodies.
4.3.3 Drive circuits
Since the transducer contains -four coils and ferrite
cores in close proximity, it  is impossible to prevent them from 
interacting with each other. But by careful design of the driving 
circuits, it can be ensured that these interactions remain 
constant and do not depend on the environment of the transducer. 
This is achieved by using feedback circuits to drive each coil 
with a current of constant amplitude and phase. Linder these 
circumstances, the voltages induced in the coils due to their 
mutual inductances are constant and can be balanced out. It can 
be seen that if they were driven with a constant voltage so that 
their currents were free to change with impedance, then the 
interactions would also change giving rise to spurious voltages. 
This feature is the main consideration that must be taken into 
account in the design of the driving circuits.
current should not exceed 10 mA. This is sufficiently low that 
they can be connected directly to the outputs of IC operational 
amplifiers (tvpe HAS 4741) leading to a simple and comoact 
circuit design. These devices are used extensively throughout all 
the circuits that are to be described. An excellent discussion of 
their properties and applications can be found in Roberge C19753. 
The basic configuration for driving one coil is shown in fig ISA. 
The current I is given by
Since the coils are wound with 46 swg wire, the rms
I (4.1)
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where V5 is the output of the signal generator. Since R.f is 
chosen to be 100 ohms, selecting Vs to be 1.0 V rms gives the 
required current of 10 mA. The corresponding output voltage VQ 
is given bv
-  \4 (Rc + + Rjf) /  Rf (4.2)
where Rc and Lc. the resistance and inductance of the coils, 
have the nominal values 50 ohms and 2.5 mH respectively. At the 
rated current it follows that VD varies from 1.5 V rms at 100 
Hz to 2.2 V rms at 10 KHz.
This circuit is appropriate for making measurements 
during a scan when only one coil is used and the balancing is 
done automatically. However, in order to centre the transducer, 
all four coils are driven simultaneously and the voltages across 
opposite pairs must be subtracted. (See discussion in section 
4.3.1). Since the coils are not identical, provision must be made 
for trimming them so that the resulting differential voltages can 
be ad.iusted to zero. If the coils are labelled Cl to C4 as shown
in fig 19A such that Cl and C3 are opposite, then it is necessary
to measure Vc3 and Vc2—^c4 where is the voltage
across Cl etc.. The equivalent circuit of fig 18B shows how these
requirements are met for coils Cl and C3. The output voltage in 
this case is given by
Vo = Vj -  1< Va (4b3)
and so
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This can be adjusted to zero by choosing
|< * L c j  J L c 3
and
RVI = ( W - l )  ^  + k ( ^ , + ^ c s )  *- fici
The circuit for doing this is shown in fig 19B.
There is a problem associated with the use of a constant 
current drive since the coil impedances, and hence the output 
voltages, can become very large at high frequencies. Unless care 
is taken they can be driven up to the limits imposed by the power 
supplies and thus cause substantial distortion. In particular, 
the small discontinuities and high frequency noise that arise in 
the waveform generator IC set up transient oscillations in the 
coils which overload the drive amplifiers. The way around this is 
to incorporate first order low—pass filters at each stage 
throughout the system in order to selectively attenuate these 
signals.
The other pair of coils, C2 and C4, have a dual role. 
During the centreing mode they are used in the same way as Cl and 
C3. But during the scanning mode, Cl, C2 and C3 are held at zero 
current while measurements are made with C4 alone. Furthermore, 
the voltage across C4 is balanced by a digitally generated 
signal, rather than Vc2- This is accomplished using CMOS
switches which are controlled by the computer as shown in fig 20.
(4.5)
(4.6)
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4.4 COMPUTER CONTROL
This section describes the computer system and the way 
in which it interacts with and controls the electronic hardware 
associated with the transducer.
The computer is a Digital Equipment Corporation 
PDF—11/03. It includes a 16—bit microprocessor with 32 Kw of RAM, 
a dual floppy—disc—based mass storage system and a VDU terminal 
(fig 21). It can be used with the RT—11 operating system as a 
software development tool to write programs in assembler language 
(MACRO), BASIC or FORTRAN. In addition it can communicate with 
non-standard eKternal devices through the DRV—11 parallel I/O 
interface.
The DRV—11 is a versatile interface and its use is 
illustrated in fig 21. Program instructions can cause data to be 
placed on a 16—bit output bus called DROUT. This event is flagged 
by a pulse (strobed) on the New Data Ready (NDR) line in order to 
inform the target device that the data is ready for output. DRIN 
is the corresponding input bus and data placed on these lines can 
be passed to the computer in the following way. If either of the 
control lines REQA or REQB is asserted (set to a logic TRUE 
value), then this triggers an interruption to the normal running 
of the processor and causes it to jump to a section of program 
which reads the data on the lines and stores it in the memory. 
When this process is complete, the Data Transmitted (DTR) line is 
strobed in order to inform the device that the bus is ready to 
accept more data. A further line CSR1 can be set and cleared by 
program instructions and is available for control purposes. A 
detailed descripion of the architecture and working of the
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computer can be found in Digital Equipment Corporation C19781.
The set of electronic circuits which performs all the 
functions associated with control, display and data acquisition 
is referred to as the I/O controller. The computer sends 
instructions to it by writing data through the DRV—11 output bus 
to one of seven registers <fig 22). LATCH1 and LATCH2 are 8-bit 
buffers that store the bit patterns that control devices such as 
the stepper motor and the ADC. XDAC3 and XDAC4 are two 
multiplying DAC's the analogue outputs of which determine the 
frequency and magnitude of the sine wave, Vs, that is produced 
by the signal generator. In a similar manner XDAC1 and XDAC2 
determine the magnitude and phase of V^ , the signal that is 
used to balance the coil during the scanning mode. Finally, there 
is a 16—bit register which transfers commands and data to a video 
interface and thus permits graphics and alphanumeric characters 
to be displayed in the form of a 256 x 256 dot matrix on a video 
monitor.
It is convenient to connect all these registers in 
parallel directly on to the DROUT bus, but some means must be 
provided to allow the computer to address each one individually. 
This is achieved in the following wav. Since the latches and 
XDAC'S use only the 10 least significant bits of DROUT, bits 
12-15 can be used as the address of a 4—16 line decoder (fig 22). 
This can strobe one of 16 separate output lines depending on the 
value of its 4 bit address. Six of these lines are used to clock 
data into the individual registers on the bus. In order to write 
to a particular device the computer places the data in the bottom 
10 bits and the device address in the top 4 bits of DROUT. The
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NDR pulse which occurs when data is ready strobes the decoder 
which in turn asserts the appropriate output line. This line 
selects the target device and allows the data to be transfered 
into its register.
However, since the video interface requires all 16 bits 
of the bus, it must be addressed in a different way. The CSR1 
control line is used to distinguish between data transfers to the 
latches and XDAC'S and those to the video interface. When CSR1 is 
asserted, the line decoder is disabled and the video interface is 
selected thus allowing all 16 bits of the bus to be used for 
transferring data.
The corresponding input bus DRIN (fig 23) is simpler 
since only the ADC and a small keypad need to send data to the 
computer. There is also a reset button which can cause a direct 
interrupt by asserting the REQA line. The ADC uses DRIN(0—9), 
the keypad uses DRIN(8—14) and the reset button uses DRIN(15>. 
Although these address fields overlap, there is no contention 
since priority is alwavs given to the ADC. The logic of these 
circuits ensures that if the ADC and the keypad are both 
competing for the bus then the keypad's request- is held up until 
the ADC transaction is completed. The detailed working of these 
circuits will be discussed in the next section.
Because of the advantages of high level languages, it  
was initially intended to program the system in FORTRAN. However, 
for several reasons this approach was found to be unsatisfactory 
and was discarded. Bearing in mind that the ultimate intention is 
to construct a self-contained field test version, any software 
must, in those circumstances, be stored in a PROM and it is
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desirable for the program to be as compact as possible. Also, the 
memorv must contain RAM in order to stare variables and data. But 
FORTRAN compilers do not in general allow code to be precisely 
positioned in memory so that instructions are stored in PROM and 
variables in RAM. Furthermore, FORTRAN is not suitable for the 
extensive bit manipulation and interrupt handling that are 
required and even simple FORTRAN programs occupy large areas of 
memory because so many library subroutines are automatically 
linked in.
Consequently it was decided to develop the operating 
system in assembler language which allows complete control over 
the positioning of code and is the natural complement to the 
hardware development.
4.5 THE I/O CONTROLLER
4.5.1 Introduction
An overall functional diagram of the I/O controller is 
shown in fig 24 and a brief description here of how it works as a 
whole will be followed by a detailed discussion of the individual 
modules. The signal generator produces a sine wave Vs, whose 
frequency and magnitude are determined by data stared in the 
buffers of two XDAC's. It also provides in-phase and quadrature 
svnchronous square waves that are used as reference signals by 
the synchronous demodulators. The sine wave drives the coils 
through the two drive amplifiers which can be configured for 
either centreing or scanning by the CENTRE/SCAN control signal 
from LATCH2. If a scan is in progress then a balancing signal,
Vk, is taken from the digital balance control circuit, the
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in—phase and quadrature components of which are determined by the 
data stored in two more XDAC's. The two outputs from the drive 
amplifiers are connected to two synchronous demodulators (or 
vector voltmeters) which amplify the signals by a further factor 
of approximately 810 and determine the in-phase and quadrature 
components of their inputs. Thus a maximum of 4 channels must be 
measured by the ADC. These are selected by a multiplexer which is 
controlled by LATCH2(0-2). The ADC conversion is initiated by 
asserting LATCH2C3) and when it  is complete REQB is asserted in 
order to inform the computer. The stepper motor is controlled 
during the scan by LATCHK0-3) which drive the stepper motor 
coils directly through IC relay drivers. By using the computer to 
set and clear these bits in the correct sequence, the need for a 
hardware stepper motor controller is eliminated. Throughout the 
process the computer can write messages and graphics to a small 
video monitor. Familiarity with the techniques and conventions 
of both digital and analogue circuit design is assumed. This 
information can be found, for example, in Malmstadt et al C19743 
and Artwick E19B03. Complete specifications of the ADC's and 
DAC's together with details of their application can be found in 
Analogue Devices E19823.
4.5.2 The signal generator
The design of the signal generator is not trivial 
because not only must it produce a variable-amplitude and 
variable-frequency approximation to a sinusoid, but also in—phase 
and quadrature square-wave reference signals for the synchronous 
demodulators. Furthermore, because of the nature of the
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subsequent signal processing, the latter must have an accurate 
and stable 50’/. duty cycle. It  is also essential that the sinusoid 
is smooth since any discontinuities or other high-frequency 
distortion can cause the amplifiers to overload as they are 
current drivers with inductive loads. A type 8038 waveform 
generator IC is used as a primary signal source (fig 25). This 
produces a square wave whose frequency and duty cycle are 
determined by external DC levels on the FM and DUTY_CYCLE pins 
respectively. The square wave is integrated internally and the 
resulting triangular wave feeds a resistor-transistor array which 
synthesizes a sine wave. The duty cycle of these signals is not 
sufficiently accurate and must be stabilised externally using a 
feedback circuit in the following way (fig 25). The square wave 
output of the 8038 controls a CMOS switch, SI (Analogue Devices 
type AD 7512DI), which alternately connects reference voltages 
and V2 to the input of amplifier Al. Vj and V2 are 
accurate and stable +6.2v and —6.2v DC sources respectively. Al 
is configured as an integrator and so if the duty cycle deviates 
from 507., then it will cause an increasing error signal. This 
controls an FET which determines the voltage at the DUTY_CYCLE 
pin of the 8038. Thus the square wave output is constrained by 
negative feedback to have a stable 50% duty cycle. Some 
adjustment is permitted by an offset into Al to compensate for 
any small differences in the magnitudes of Vj and V2-
The square wave output produced in this way is in 
quadrature with the sine wave. The in-phase square wave is 
generated by feeding the sine wave through a buffer amplifier A2, 
to an open-collector differential comparator A3 which produces an
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in phase square wave. However, for the same reasons as discussed 
in the previous paragraph, its duty cycle must also be stabilised 
to 50%. This is achieved in a similar way using S2 and A4 to 
produce an error signal which is fed back negatively as an offset 
to the input of A3.
The stabilised sine wave is available at the output of 
A2. At this stage the amplitude is fixed and hence an XDAC is 
used in order to vary it. When XDAC4 (Analogue Devices type AD 
7524) is selected by asserting the address decoder signal CS4 
(fig 22), the data on DROUT are transferred to its internal 
buffer and stored while the conversion takes place. The signal 
source for the drive amplifiers is taken from the output of A6 
which converts the current from XDAC4 into a voltage whose 
magnitude therefore is entirely determined by the data written to 
DROUT. XDAC3 (Analogue Devices type 7524) permits a variable DC 
signal to be produced in a similar way at the output of A5. This 
voltage is connected to the FM pin of the 8038 which controls the 
frequency at which it oscillates. In this way the computer can 
control the magnitude and frequency of the sine wave that the 
signal generator produces.
4.5.3 The balance generator
The purpose of this circuit is to produce the AC
signal that is used to balance the scanning coil voltage Vc4 
before the scan is started (see fig 20). In this way the small 
changes that take place in the latter during the scan can be 
referred to zero volts as described in section 4.3.3.
VC4 may be regarded as comprising three main components;
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■fixed in-phase and quadrature voltages which correspond to the 
in—vacuo impedance of the coil, and a much smaller unknown 
complex part that is due to the reflected impedance of the 
specimen. Adjustment of the balancing signal is achieved by using 
10-bit XDAC's (Analogue Devices type 7522) to vary the in—phase 
and quadrature components of Vj-, independently. In principle this 
can be done by deriving a quadrature signal from Vs, using a 
differentiating circuit, and controlling these two voltages by 
computer using two XDAC's. However, with a 10—bit XDAC, 1024 
levels are available to span the entire range of adjustment. Much 
better resolution is obtained by recognising that the fixed 
component of VC4 can be balanced once and for all by hardware so 
that the XDAC's need only balance the smaller reflected impedance 
term.
The circuit of the balance generator is shown in fig 26. 
Amplifiers A8 and A7 derive constant in—phase and quadrature 
signals from V5. Trimmers RV5 and RV6 control the size of these 
components at the output of summing amplifier A9. XDAC1 and XDAC2 
behave like digitally—controlled resistors when configured as 
shown. Their respective buffers can be loaded from DROUT<0—9) by 
strobing CS1 or CS2, Their combined effect is to produce an 
additional signal at the output of A9, whose in—phase and 
quadrature components are determined by the data held in their 
respective buffers.
4.5.4 The synchronous demodulators
The synchronous demodulators are the heart of the 
lock—in amplification process that is used to measure the coil
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impedances (fig 27). A carrier wave from the signal generator is 
in effect modulated by the impedance of the coils. It is 
amplified and demodulated using the in phase and quadrature 
reference signals. Finally, low—pass filtering restores the 
information about the coil impedance. The advantage of this 
technique is that while synchronous signals can be restored, 
random noise is on average rejected. This is a well-known method 
of measuring small signals in the presence of excessive noise. 
(See Malmstadt et al C19743 for example).
The circuit diagram of one of the demodulators is shown 
in fig 2S. Amplifiers Al and A2 block any DC component, amplify 
and low-pass filter the incoming signal which can contain a great 
deal of high-frequency noise. This can easily be rejected by the 
lock-in process in principle, but in practice, due to the large 
amplification factor, it can cause overloading of the amplifiers 
if unconstrained. The simplest remedy is to incorporate low—pass 
filters at several positions in the circuit. The cut-off 
frequency is set at 10 KHz so that they do not affect the 
frequency range of interest, but do reduce the noise to an 
acceptable level. Amplifiers A3 and A5 form the in phase and 
quadrature demodulators respectively in conjunction with CMOS 
switches S3 and S4. In theory sinusoidal reference signals should 
be used but very little degradation of performance is incurred by 
using square waves. Under these circumstances the circuitry is 
considerably simpler since multiplication by a square wave is 
equivalent to switching the polarity of an amplifier. This is 
precisely what is achieved by the combination of S3 and A3 (and 
S4 and A4). Depending on the state of S3, A3 becomes either a
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positive or negative unity gain amplifier. The outputs of these 
stages are further amplified by A4 and A6 which are configured as 
second—order low-pass filters with cut-off frequencies of 10 Hz 
(see Sallen and Key C19553. The overall gain of the circuit is 
810.
4.5.5 Input control
The main function of the input control circuit is to 
enable the computer to read data from the ADC buffer and store it 
in the memory. It also permits characters from a keypad to be 
read in the same way and causes an interrupt to the processor 
when the RESET button is pressed. The latter can be used by the 
operator to prompt the computer. The circuit diagram is shown in 
fig 29. Any one of the four possible outputs from the synchronous 
demodulators can be selected by an 8—way multiplexer. The choice 
depends on the value of a 3—bit channel address which has 
previously been stored in LATCH2(0—2). The selected analogue 
channel is connected to the input of a 10—bit ADC (Analogue 
Devices type AD571). The A/D conversion starts when the CONVERT 
line is asserted by setting LATCH2(3) and when it  is completed 
the ADC clears BUSY. This is connected to the REQB control line 
and so, by testing this, the computer can determine when data is 
ready for input. At the same time the ADC's tr i—state buffer goes 
from high to low impedance and places the data on DRIN(0-9). The 
control program must note that REQB has been set, input data from 
DRIN and then clear the CONVERT line whereupon the ADC resets 
itself ready for the next conversion.
Provision is made for ASCII characters to be read from a
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keypad. When a key is pressed, data is clocked by STROBE into a 
tr i—state latch which, when enabled, can place its data on 
DRINC8—14). As this overlaps the ADC data field, they cannot both 
be permitted to use DRIN at the same time. This is resolved by 
using CONVERT to select either the keypad or the ADC. Thus the 
keypad data is queued while an A/D conversion is in progress.
The RESET button, when depressed, sets D2 which is an 
edge-triggered D-type bistable. The non-inverting output of this 
is connected directly to DRINC15). When data is entered via the 
keypad. STROBE is used to set Dl. Thus if either the keypad or 
the RESET button is waiting for service, then REQA is asserted. 
Once the data has been read, Dl and D2 are both reset bv DTR 
providing that CONVERT is cleared. This prevents a genuine 
request from being cancelled after the ADC buffer has been read. 
The entire circuit is as simple as possible and as a result there 
are several operational windows in which anomalous behaviour can 
occur. However, the way in which the system is programmed 
prevents this from happening.
4.5.6 The control latches
The functions of the I/O controller, other than setting 
the magnitude and frequency of the signal and balance generators, 
are determined bv the bit patterns stored in two 8—bit latches, 
LATCH1 and LATCH2 (fig 30). They are connected to DROUT(0-7) and 
data can be written to them, as described in section 4.4, by 
strobing CSS and CS6 respectively. LATCHH0-3) controls the 
stepper motor. This must be done by individually switching the 4 
field coils on and off in the correct sequence. The conventional
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way of achieving this is to use a hard—wired controller. More 
recently, IC devices have been introduced which generate the 
sequences and excite the coils through power transistors. In the 
interests of minimising unnecessary power consumption and 
simplifying the circuit, it was decided to control the stepper 
motor by exciting the individual coils directly by computer and 
to generate the switching sequence by software. The coils are 
driven by IC relay drivers (Sprague type UHF'—400) through 
inverting buffers. Thus setting the appropriate bit of LATCH1 
turns on the corresponding coil. The four LED's that are set into 
the top of the transducer are operated by LATCHK4—7).
LATCH2(0-2> and LATCH2<3> determine the multiplexer address and 
initiate the A/D conversion respectively. LATCH2(4) controls an 
audio alarm through a relay driver. The purpose of this is to 
provide a means for the system to communicate with the operator 
or attract his attention without requiring him to watch the 
screen constantly. Finally, LATCH2(5> selects either the 
centreing or scanning mode.
4.5.7 The video interface
A means of visual display capable of producing both 
alphanumerics and medium—resolution graphics is an essential part 
of the system. It must be small and have sufficiently low power 
requirements that it can be included in a portable test 
instrument. At the time when this system was conceived no such 
device was available and so it  was necessary to design and build 
one from scratch. Small low—power TV monitors were available with 
microprocessor interfaces, which could display alphanumeric
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characters but not graphics. A vector scan method of driving an 
oscilloscope had been developed previously, but it  was somewhat 
restricted in performance and would have incurred unacceptable 
overheads in computer time. It  was decided to design and build an 
interface which would convert 16—bit digital coded information 
about characters and graphics into a standard CCIR composite 
video signal and use this to drive a 5” TV monitor.
A functional diagram of the video interface is shown in 
fig 31. It is based on a 64K X 1—bit high-speed display memory 
which represents a 256 X 256 bit array. Each memory bit 
corresponds to one dot in the related array of dots which makes 
up the picture. Setting or clearing a memory bit is equivalent to 
making the corresponding dot white or black respectively. Frame 
and line synchronising and blanking signals are generated in the 
usual wav in accordance with the CCIR format. In addition, these 
circuits produce a 16-bit number which is the address of the next 
dot that must be displayed. This is used as an internal address 
to locate the corresponding bit in the display memory and output 
its value to the timing circuits where it is combined with frame 
and line synchronising pulses in order to produce a composite 
video signal which will directly drive a TV monitor. In this way 
the entire display memory is cycliclv read and output 25 times 
per second causing its contents to be represented on the screen 
as a corresponding pattern of black and white dots.
In order to store new data in the display memory, 
further logic and timing circuits are required to control the 
address multiplexer and a 1-bit latch called VLATCH (fig 31). If 
CSR1 is asserted by the processor to indicate that it is sending
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data to the video interface, then the subsequent NDR strobe 
momentarily switches the address multiplexer. This selects the 
bit of the display memory that corresponds to the address on 
DROUT(0-15>. At the same time, the memory access is changed from 
read to write and the value of VLATCH is stored in that bit. At 
the end of the NDR strobe, the interface reverts to its previous 
state. In this way any bit of the display memory can be altered 
just by sending its address to the interface. Obviously the 
processor must be able to change the state of VLATCH so that bits 
can be both set and cleared; therefore the interface must be able 
to respond to certain commands. This is accomplished by 
interpreting data with the values 0—255 as instructions, rather 
than addresses. These represent the top row of dots on the screen 
which consequently cannot be displayed. Thus if DR0UT<8-15) are 
all zero, then DR0UT(8—15) are available for control purposes. In 
principle 256 distinct functions could be implemented, but in 
this case only 2 are needed. The value of DRDUT<0) is transferred 
directly to VLATCH and, if DROUT(l) is set, then a cycle is 
initiated which sets or clears the entire display memory 
depending on the value of VLATCH. Thus, for example, in order to 
set the bits at addresses 4700 and 4701 and clear the bits at 
addresses 5000 and 5081, the processor would write the following 
sequence of values to the interface: 1,4700,4701,0,5080,5001.
4.5.8 Construction
The system is constructed on 6 eurocards and mounted in 
a 19“ rack which also contains the TV monitor and all the other 
peripherals shown in fig 32. Low—power Schottky and CM08 devices
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are used wherever possible in order to minimise the power 
consumption which is approximately 14 watts for the entire I/O 
controller including the monitor.
4.6 THE OPERATING SYSTEM
4.6.1 Introduction
The operating system software is written in MACRO, the 
assembler language for the LSI—11 microprocessor. A full listing 
of the program is given in appendix A. Neither the syntax of 
MACRO nor the architecture of the LSI—11 will be described here 
in detail; reference should be made to the appropriate manual 
(Digital Equipment Corporation C197S3). However a brief outline 
is given in order that the main features of the software 
described in this section may be understood.
The processor contains eight 16-bit registers that are 
referred to as R0—R7. R6 is used by the processor as a system 
stack pointer (SP) and R7 is used as a position counter (PC), 
always containing the address in memory of the next instruction. 
The remaining registers R0-R5 are freely available for use as 
temporary storage. Arithmetic, logic and control instructions can 
operate on both registers and memory locations. Thus, the 
instruction "ADD Rl,BUFFER" adds the 16—bit number stored in R1 
to the contents of the memory location called BUFFER.
A large part of the software is written in the form of 
subroutines. Frequently it is necessary for a particular block of 
instructions to be run many times in a program especially if it 
is a utility function. Rather than write the sequence of 
instructions each time that it is needed, it is written once as a
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subroutine. Whenever it must be executed, a JSR (Jump to 
SubRoutine) instruction causes the processor to transfer control 
to the start address of the subroutine. The last instruction in 
the sequence must be RTS (ReTurn from Subroutine) which causes 
the processor to jump back to the instruction that follows the 
subroutine call. In this way a complete section of program can be 
run whenever required by issuing a single instruction. It should 
be noted that a.ll memory addresses are written in octal or binary 
format, not decimal.
The section of program that directly controls the 
operation of the hardware is very brief and consists of a 
sequence of calls to various subroutines. The rest of the program 
is concerned with their specification and also with defining a 
number of other utilities. The total set of subroutines divides 
naturally into four groups. These are utility, graphics, control 
and analysis and they are listed in fig 33.
An outline of the way in which the program works is 
shown in fig 34. On entry, a number of system parameters are 
initialised to default values and copied into a table in memory.
This process and the reason why it is necessary will be discussed 
in detail later. Following this, subroutine CENTRE is called to 
coordinate the various operations that aid the operator in moving 
the transducer to the centre of the fastener. CENTRE uses many of 
the utility subroutines in order to accomplish this task. When 
centreing is completed, subroutine SCAN is automatically called.
This controls the rotation of the coils during the scanning mode 
and organises the collection and storage of data in the system 
tables. At this stage, subroutine BASE is called in order to
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analyse the data and extract information concerning the presence 
of any cracks. Finally, subroutine FAC produces a graphical 
display of the results on the video screen and the program then 
loops, waiting for the operator to press the RESET button which 
restarts the program for another measurement.
Prior to discussing in detail the memory map, which is 
the relationship between the program instructions and the 
physical memory, it is appropriate at this point to recall that 
there are two versions of the Eddiscan system, a development 
model and a field test model. So far as the software is 
concerned, there are two features which must be treated 
differently in each case.
The development system is initiated by issuing a command 
from the console that causes the program to- be loaded into memory 
from disc and started automatically at its entry point. Since RAM 
is volatile, this must be done every time that the computer is 
switched on. In the field test version there is neither console 
nor disc; yet the program must run automatically as soon as the 
instrument is switched on. Consequently, as there is no secondary 
storage, the software must exist in a permanent non-volatile form 
within the memory field of the processor. Both of these 
requirements are fulfilled by storing the program for the field 
test version in EPRGM. A general purpose EPROM board (MRV11—C) is 
available for the LSI—11 and in this case it  is configured to 
have 4 Kw of memory starting at byte location 40,000. The 
processor can be configured so that at power—up it will transfer 
control to an address on this board and hence the program can be 
made to run automatically.
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The memory map Cf ig 35) illustrates the way in which the 
same software can be used for both systems. Locations 0-777 are 
reserved for use by the processor and the system stack. The 
latter is a temporary storage area used from time to time by the 
processor. Locations 1000—37777 are all available for storing the 
data and system parameters associated with the program. Locations 
0-37777 <8 Kw) must be implemented in RAM since in general it  is 
necessary to change their contents. Locations 40000—57777 (4 Kw) 
contain the program and default values of the system parameters.
In the field test version this section must be implemented in 
EPROM and so it is essential that the program never attempts to 
write to any of these locations otherwise it will fail. This is 
why a copy of the default system parameters is written to the RAM 
tables starting at location 1008 during the initialisation phase.
When the program is run by the development system, the 
entry point is found stored at the last word. When the field test 
version is switched on with the same software stored in EPROM, 
the processor automatically jumps to location 57000 which 
contains an instruction to jump to the entry point.
Locations 60888 onwards have significance to the 
development system only and are not implemented in the field test 
version, They contain subroutine PROM which controls the dumping 
of software to a PROM formatter. This is a piece of hardware 
which, under the control of the computer, stores the program 
instructions in the EPROM IC's. The latter are then installed in 
the field test version. Access to this subroutine can only be 
obtained by halting the computer manually via the console and 
transferring control to location 60000. This causes locations
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0-57777 to be dumped to the PROM formatter byte by byte. This 
process will be discussed in greater detail in a subsequent 
section. The remainder of this section describes the purpose and 
operation of all the subroutines.
4.6.2 The utility subroutines
There are a number of basic utility functions that are 
required extensively throughout the program. They form the group 
of subroutines that are described below.
DELAY is a general purpose subroutine (fig 36) that is 
called with R0 containing a number which represents a delay in 
milli—seconds. The outer loop of the algorithm takes 1 ms to 
execute and it is repeated R0 times before the subroutine 
terminates. The system stack is used as a temporary counter in 
order to conserve the use of registers, and so care must be taken 
not to corrupt the return address which is also saved on the 
stack.
HOLD causes the program to wait in a loop until the 
RESET button is pressed. When this happens, REQA is asserted 
which sets DRCSR(15> (fig 37). HOLD tests this bit and, if it  is 
not set, loops until it is. When this occurs, DELAY is used to 
cause a 500 ms pause prior to clearing DRCSRQ5) with a dummy- 
read. The purpose of this pause is to ensure that multiple 
signals due to contact bounce in the switch have terminated and 
do not cause any problems.
TEST is similar to HOLD except that it causes a jump to 
a new address if the RESET button has been pressed (fig 36). REQA 
is tested and, if it is clear, a normal return is made and the
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program continues. If however it is asserted, then after a delay 
to prevent errors due to contact bounce, a jump is made to the 
new address which is found in the memory location fallowing the 
subroutine call.
STEPF and STEPB are the two entries to the subroutine 
that controls the operation of the stepper motor. The 4 motor 
coils, which are identified by the manufacturer as 1A, IB, 2A and 
2B, are controlled by LATCHK0-3) (see fig 30). In order to 
execute 400 steps per revolution the coils must be excited in the 
sequence shown in fig 37A, where a 'T' indicates that the coil is 
switched on. Changing the contents of LATCHK0-3) to an adjacent 
bit pattern causes a single step to be made in either a clockwise 
or an anti—clockwise direction. It is convenient to store each of 
these bit patterns in one byte and the 8 consecutive bytes 
corresponding to the complete sequence can be stored in four 
16—bit words as shown in fig 37B. The octal equivalents of these 
numbers are stored in the program area reserved for system 
constants starting at the location STPSEQ. Thus if n is an offset 
which can take integer values in the range 0—7, then locations 
STPSEQ+n contain the sequence of bit patterns. If n is cyclicly 
incremented or decremented, it can be used to point to the next 
location that must be output to LATCH1 in order to make the motor 
rotate smoothly in a clockwise or anti—clockwise direction 
respectively. The flowchart of the subroutine is shown in fig 38. 
ANGLE is a system parameter which contains the current position 
of the motor measured in steps from a reference point. If STEPF 
is called, then ANGLE is incremented and if STEPB is called then 
ANGLE is decremented. The offset n is derived from the 3 LSB's of
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ANGLE which define the required number in the range 0—7.
PROBE alters the angular position of the transducer by 
making repeated calls to STEPF or STEPB (fig 39). The required 
value of ANGLE is stored in R4 on entry and the subroutine loops 
until the actual value of ANGLE becomes equal to this.
ADCIN is the subroutine that controls both the operation 
of the ADC and the subsequent accumulation and storage of 
measured data (fig 40). It is entered with R0 containing the 
number of times that the measurement is to be repeated. The ADC 
conversion is initiated by writing to LATCH2 and asserting 
CONVERT (fig 30). The program loops until REQB is asserted by the 
ADC to indicate that the conversion is completed whereupon a 
16-bit number is read in through DRIN. Since the actual 
measurement is only 10 bits, the 6 MSB's are undefined; they are 
cleared in order to prevent any spurious values from arising. 
CONVERT is then cleared thus allowing the ADC to settle prior to 
the next conversion. The measurements are accumulated in the form 
of a 32-bit integer in R2 and R3 and the whole process is 
repeated R0 times. On exit, the value contained in the 
accumulator is the sum of R0 repeated measurements at the same 
position. When a scan is performed, there must be delavs between 
each step in order to control the average speed of rotation.
ADCIN can be used for this purpose by choosing a suitable value 
for R0, with the advantage that the maximum number of 
measurements is made thus improving the noise statistics.
4.6.3 The graphics subroutines
These comprise a set of subroutines that are used to
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control the way in which text and graphics are displayed on the 
video monitor. It will be recalled that the picture is built up 
from a 256 x 256 matrix of black and white dots.
GRAPH is an algorithm which displays a waveform that is
represented by 200 dots (fig 41). The y— coordinates of these are
stared between locations IARRAY and IARRAY+199 and the
corresponding x- coordinates are 28 to 227 respectively. Since 
the display is 256 dots wide, this ensures that the waveform is 
horizontally central on the screen. The 16—bit dot address is 
formed from the coordinates of each point and output to the video 
interface as described in section 4.5.7. When all 200 dot 
addresses have been written, the interface is disabled and 
control is returned to the main program. 1M0DE is a parameter 
that determines whether the waveform should be displayed using 
white or black dots. If IM0DE=1 then the video interface is 
enabled in set mode so that all subsequent transfers to it are 
interpreted as the addresses of white dots. If IMODE=0 then those 
dots will be black. By calling GRAPH with IM0DE=1, a waveform 
will be displayed using white dots. If GRAPH is subsequently 
called with IMODE=0, then the same waveform will be displayed 
using black dots. This has the effect of deleting that waveform 
without disturbing anv other information that is being displayed 
on the screen.
CLEAR, on the other hand (fig 42), clears the entire 
screen rather than selectively deleting a part of it. It 
initiates a video interface clear cycle (see section 4.5.7) and 
then pauses for 50 ms by calling DELAY before returning. This 
ensures that no problems arise due to the program attempting to
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write to the video interface while a clear cycle is in progress.
MPRINT prints a string of alphanumeric characters on the 
screen. It can write up to 24 characters on a line and the screen 
will contain 12 lines. The string can be displayed starting at 
any character and line positions, but if an attempt is made to 
write off the end of a line, a catastrophic error occurs. The way 
in which characters are displayed is illustrated in fig 43. Each 
character is represented on an 8x8 arid: "A" is shown as an 
example. If a shaded block corresponds to a "1" and a blank block 
to a “C", then any character on the grid may be described by the 
8 bytes that can be formed from the resulting binary bit 
patterns. These have been calculated for all of the alphanumeric 
characters and stored sequentially in the system constants area 
of the program starting at location BITCODE. In order to display 
a character, the appropriate bit pattern is located and decoded 
so that the corresponding dots on the screen can be set by 
writing their addresses to the video interface. The simplified 
flowchart is shown in fig 44.
MCLRL (fig 42) clears any one of the 12 lines of text on 
the display. Each line spans 16 rows of dots although or.iv 8 
alternate rows are used to define any line. Thus to clear a line 
of text it is necessary to identify the dot addresses of the 8 
rows that must be cleared and write them to the video interface 
in clear mode.
MTYPE prints in decimal notation on the screen at any 
required character and line positions the number contained in a 
specified 16—bit memory location (fig 42). The binary value is 
first converted to a decimal and then to its equivalent ASCII
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string representation prior to being displayed using MPRINT.
LINE draws a straight line on the screen between two 
points that have been specified by their coordinates in the dot 
matrix.
4.6.4 Centreing
Subroutine CENTRE helps the operator to position the 
transducer over the centre of the fastener by displaying a 
graphical representation of their relative positions on the video 
monitor. The calculations are based on measurements made in the 
centreing mode. The program continually updates the display until 
the distance from the centre is sufficiently small at which time 
it terminates. The flowchart for CENTRE is shown in fig 45. On 
entry, the signal generator frequency and magnitude are set to 
default values which give a frequencv of 1080 Hz and a drive 
current of 10 ma and the svstem is switched to the centreing mode 
by writing to LATCH2. The graphics display for centreing is drawn 
next (fig 51A). This consists of a set of fixed axes whose origin 
represents the axis of the fastener and a small cross which 
reflects the position of the transducer. The position of the 
cross is repeatedly updated from new measurements and so, as the 
transducer is moved by the operator, the cross moves 
synchronously on the screen. The quadrature components of the 
differential voltages across the two pairs of coils are measured 
in the centreing mode using the ADC with channels 1 and 3 
respectively. These two measurements are approximately 
proportional to the two components of the relative displacement 
of the transducer from the axis of the fastener (as discussed in
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section 4.3.1) and can be used to calculate the dot address of 
the centre of the cross. They are truncated to 8 bits and passed 
through a simple first order digital filter in order to smooth 
the signals and ensure that the cross is stable on the screen. 
The dot address of the centre of the cross is then calculated. 
The range of possible values is restricted so that the cross 
alwavs remains on the screen. To ensure that there are no 
problems with the display when the cross becomes superimposed on 
the axes, it is arranged that the axes are drawn using even dot 
addresses while the cross uses odd ones. By interlacing the two 
images, problems of contention are avoided. At this point the 
LED's on the top of the transducer are used to indicate the 
approximate position of the transducer. If an LED is alight, then 
it means that the transducer is too far into that quadrant. 
CENTAC is a system constant which determines the accuracy of the 
centreing process. If the x— and y— coordinates of the cross are 
both within CENTAC of the origin then it is considered that 
centreing is achieved and the subroutine terminates. Obviously 
the smaller the value of CENTAC the more difficult is the act of 
centreing. In the absence of any other conditions, the subroutine 
might terminate as a result of the transducer passing momentarily 
through the centre and so it is necessary that the cross remains 
there for a number of consecutive iterations. This number is 
stored in the system constant CENTIM. If all these conditions are 
not met then the old cross is deleted and a new one is drawn on 
the screen to indicate the new position and the program loops 
round and makes the next measurement of the coil voltages.
Looping continues until, as the transducer is manipulated, the
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requirements -for centreing are -fulfilled and the subroutine 
terminates.
4.6.5 Scanning
Subroutine SCAN controls the stepper motor and 
supervises the measurement, storage and display of data during 
the scanning phase. In principle, the inspection of a fastener 
requires only one scan but this version of the software is more 
complicated than really necessary because it performs the 
additional function of comparing the performances of the 
transducer in single—coil and differential modes. In section 4.2 
it was discussed how the original transducer design was based on 
an E—core and that measurements were made differentially. In 
order to confirm that the single—coil measurement system, based 
on digital signal balancing, has a similar performance, this 
software causes a clockwise scan to be made in differential mode 
followed immediately by an anti—clockwise scan in single-coil 
mode. The two waveforms are displayed on the screen together for 
comparison, but all subsequent analysis is based on the latter 
measurements. In a more fully developed system this feature would 
be removed so that the inspection of a fastener would consist of 
one scan in either direction.
The flowchart of SCAN is shown in fig 46. When the 
subroutine is entered, the frequency and magnitude of the signal 
generator are set to appropriate values and the differential mode 
is selected. Prior to commencing the scan, PROBE is called to 
ensure that the transducer is in the correct position by driving 
the stepper motor up to the mechanical limit (see section 4.3.2).
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The waveforms that are measured during a scan are more than
adequately represented if they are approximated by 200
equi—interval points. Since the stepper motor is operated in an
S-step mode in order to achieve smooth rotation, 400 steps are
required for one complete revolution. The measurement of one data
point consists of making SCNTIM consecutive measurements using
ADCIN followed by STEPF: this sequence is repeated and all the
measurements are added together. Thus 2 steps have been made and
2xSCNTIM measurements have been made and averaged. This value is
truncated to S bits which is sufficient resolution to display the
data point on the screen and to store it  in an array that starts
at location IX. SCNTIM is a system constant that determines the i
number of repeated measurements that are made by ADCIN. The
average speed of rotation of the transducer is determined by the
*
value of SCNTIM. Clearly it  is desirable to complete the scan as 
quickly as possible, but due to the method of signal processing, 
in particular the synchronous demodulators whose outputs have a 
long response time, the scan must be made sufficiently slowly 
that no information is lost. SCNTIM is set to 64 which allows a 
complete scan to be made in approximately 4 seconds.
Another problem also arises as a consequence of the 
comparatively long response time of the synchronous demodulators. 
Their performance can be described by a linear differential 
equation and so a transient output is caused if the scan is 
started while the input and its angular derivative are non—zero. 
Since this is generally the case, the resulting transient output 
which contains erroneous information must be allowed to dissipate 
prior to measuring reliable data. Consequently, when the scan is
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started with ANGLE=0, measurements made while ANGLE<50 are 
neither stored nor displayed although they are made and processed 
in order to preserve the timing. This corresponds to an eighth of 
a revolution and takes 0.5 seconds which is sufficient to allow 
any transients to settle down to a negligible level. A further 
complete revolution is made during which measurements are made 
and stored for analysis. A similar procedure is used for the 
anti—clockwise scan thus bringing the transducer back to its 
starting place.
In this manner a clockwise scan is made in differential 
mode, the 200 points are stored in array IX and their values are 
displayed on the screen as a waveform. At this point the 
single-coil mode is selected and the signal is balanced using 
the algorithm shown in fig 47. IP and IQ are system parameters 
that store the current best estimates of the in—phase and 
quadrature components of the observed signal, while PBAL and 
QBAL contain the integers that control the output of the balance 
generator. The process of balancing consists of adjusting PBAL 
and QBAL until IP and IQ are both observed to be stable and 
acceptably close to zero. The problem of developing an optimal 
algorithm to achieve this in the minimum time is extremely 
difficult since IP, IQ, PBAL and QBAL are related by a complex, 
quantised, discrete—time feedback system. The solution presented 
here is crude but, while giving little intellectual satisfaction, 
it does achieve the objective of balancing the signal within an 
acceptable time. The current values of PBAL and QBAL are output 
to the balance generator (fig 26) and IP and IQ are updated using 
ADCIN to make 200 repeated measurements. Since it is a quantised
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system, the output cannot in general be brought exactly to zero. 
If either IP or IQ is outside acceptable limits then PBAL and 
QBAL are adjusted accordingly and the program loops. A balanced 
condition is identified when IP and IQ are both within limits for 
10 consecutive iterations. This process is unconditionally stable 
provided that the iteration time of the algorithm is above a 
critical value, otherwise oscillation occurs and a balance point 
cannot be found. The anti—clockwise scan is then made in the 
single—coil mode. The data are stored in array IX, overwriting 
the previous contents which are no longer required. After this, 
the differential and single-coil waveforms remain on the screen 
for comparison and inspection. Having switched off the stepper 
coils, the subroutine terminates and returns control to the main 
program.
4.6.6 Analysis
The type of image that is measured during a single—coil 
scan has already been discussed briefly in section 3.3. It  was 
painted out that, apart from the signal associated with the 
presence of a crack, and random noise, there is likely to be a 
dominant sinusoidal component which results from the inability to 
centre the transducer with sufficient Accuracy if a crack is 
present. The principal problem of this analysis is to remove the 
unknown sinusoid without corrupting the genuine crack signal so 
that the latter can then be indentified.
Since the waveform is represented by 200 equi—interval 
data points, it is possible to use discrete Fourier analysis to 
remove individual components of any frequency. The unwanted
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sinusoid, which is at the -fundamental -frequency, can be removed 
in this way. However, this process also removes the -fundamental 
■frequency component of the crack signal thus causing severe 
distortion. Fig 48A shows a typical crack signal and fig 48B 
shows the same signal with the fundamental component removed. The 
unwanted sinusoid is removed by this process but at the expense 
of transforming a simple crack signal into a much more 
complicated one. However it is still characteristic of the crack 
and so can be identified by pattern recgnition techniques.
However, if other features which have unknown characteristics, 
are present then the superposition of several signals similar to 
fig 48B leads to a highly convoluted image which cannot easily be 
analysed. Unfortunately, this argument applies to all the 
standard methods based on Fourier or Z transforms.
Although this appears to be a comparatively simple 
problem, it is surprisingly difficult to devise a satisfactory 
solution that makes no further assumptions and yet can be 
executed with suffient speed. Several methods both standard and 
novel have been evaluated but none of them are ideal. Although 
the method described here has several drawbacks, it is 
conceptually simple and fast to execute. It  makes use of the 
following two pieces of information. Firstly the data is the sum 
of a sinusoid at the fundamental frequency and an unknown 
function which is both continuous and band—limited. Secondly, the 
presence of a crack or indeed any defect in an otherwise unflawed 
conductor causes increases in the coil impedance that lead to 
perturbations in the observed signal that are always below the 
baseline. This is illustrated in, for example, figs 55 and 56.
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Thus it can be seen that the sinusoidal baseline is in fact the 
lowest upper bound to the observed signal. This fact can be used 
to isolate the crack signal as shown in fig 49. A trial baseline 
of the form Y=YF'sin(X-XP) is used. DMIN is the vertical distance 
between this and the observed data at their point of closest 
approach. XP and YP are adjusted iteratively until DMIN achieves 
its maximum value. Under these circumstances, if the trial 
baseline is shifted down by an amount DMIN, then it will be in 
touching contact with the data. Furthermore it is the lowest 
upper bound since DMIN has been maximised. The baseline can then 
be subtracted to leave the signal due to the crack.
This process is carried out by subroutine BASE and the 
flowchart is shown in fig 50. On entry, starting values for XP 
and YP are estimated from the gross features of the data. XP and 
YP are adjusted in turn in order to bring DMIN to a maximum. The 
program continues looping until DMIN has maintained the same 
value for 20 consecutive iterations. The baseline is then 
subtracted from the data and the maximum value of the remaining 
signal is measured and stored. This value is related to the 
magnitude of the crack and is used later in the display part of 
the program.
4.6.7 Display
The computer is used to generate appropriate graphical 
displays for each phase of the measurement process. Centreing 
(fig 51A) has already been discussed in section 4.6.4. During 
scanning, each point is plotted on the screen as it is measured, 
thus gradually building up the complete image. Fig 51B shows the
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screen during the analysis phase. The trial baseline is displayed 
above the observed data and after each iteration the new estimate 
is plotted. As this happens very rapidly there is an animated 
effect as it changes in size and shape until it reaches its final 
value which is subtracted from the data. The isolated crack 
signal is displayed (fig 51C) and its magnitude measured. FAC is 
the main subroutine for controlling the graphical presentation of 
results and the format is shown in fig 51D. A facsimile of a 
fastener is shown in profile with an area of hatching to indicate 
the size and presence of a crack. A plan view of the head of the 
fastener is also plotted together with a radial vector that 
indicates the angular position of the crack. Below this the 
estimated crack length is printed. In order to catch the eye, the 
hatching and the radial vector are flashed on and' off repeatedly. 
The flowchart for FAC is shown in fig 52. On entry, the profile 
of the fastener is drawn using LINE. The circle is generated and 
the three legends are written using MPRINT. The amplitude of the 
crack signal which has been measured and stored in memory is used 
to estimate the radial length. This is done crudely bv means of a 
calibration table based on measurements. At this stage all that 
remains to be displayed is the hatching and the angle indicator 
which are to be flashed. This is accomplished by entering a loop 
that sets and clears all the graphics that are written to the 
video decoder on alternate passes through it. The loop is left by 
using TEST to monitor the RESET button. When this is depressed by 
the operator, control is passed to the main program entry point 
and the measurement process can be repeated.
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4.7 PERFORMANCE
4.7.1 Introduction
On reading through this section it may appear that -few 
experimental results are presented. However, as discussed in the 
introduction, the objective of this work is to discover if 
eddy-current methods can be used to detect small cracks under 
installed fasteners. Therefore the results of this work are the 
answer "yes" together with the foregoing detailed description of 
the method and sufficient measurements to support this assertion 
and to indicate the minimum size of crack that is reliably 
detectable.
In this section the performance of the Eddiscan system 
is discussed in terms of measurements made on several test 
specimens. This is sufficient to establish the limitations to the 
systems performance and to indicate its potential when fully 
developed.
4.7.2 Initial adjustments
Before the system can be used, several variable 
resistors in the preamplifiers (figs 19 and 20) must be trimmed 
in order to compensate for the various imperfections that 
inevitably arise during the construction of the transducer. 
Although this is not a difficult process, it can be tedious. When 
the transducer is placed on a flat metal plate in the centreing 
mode, then the movable cross in the display can easily be brought 
to the centre of the screen by adjusting these resistors. This 
suggests that the coils are balanced. However, if the transducer 
is now centred over a fastener in an uncracked hole and a
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single-coil scan is performed then, contrary to expectations, it 
will in general be found that a significant sinusoidal off—centre 
signal occurs. Due to the many slight alignment errors that 
accumulate during fabrication and assembly, the centre of 
symmetry of the coils is different from their axis of rotation in 
the scanning mode. The resistors must in fact be trimmed so that 
when the movable cross is central it corresponds to the correct 
position of the transducer that minimises the off-centre error in 
the scanning mode. This was achieved by trial and error although 
in retrospect a small diagnostic subroutine could have been 
incorporated in the operating system to calculate and display 
this position automatically.
"1.7.3 Test specimens
*
It is extremely difficult to produce plates that contain 
genuine fatigue cracks of known size growing from fastener holes. 
The only way of doing this is to make a test specimen containing 
a row of holes and cyclicly stress it in a fatigue testing 
machine until it is anticipated that cracks should have initiated 
and grown from some of the holes. However, the only certain way 
of finding out the size and shape of anv cracks is to break open 
each hole and examine it optically. Unfortunatelv this destroys 
the plate.
Several specimens were available which contained genuine 
fatigue cracks but most of the measurements were made using 
several test specimen (fig 53) containing simulated cracks of 
known length made by spark erosion. Each specimen consists of 
several plates of 2.5 mm thick aluminium alloy that can be
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clamped together using 8 -fasteners of 5.0 mm diameter. The top 
plate has countersunk holes each with a spark eroded slot ranging 
in length up to 1.0 mm. The remaining lower spacer plates have 
plain holes. Another version used for simulating cracks in 
sub—surface layers has an unflawed top plate and slots in one of 
the lower plates ranging in size up to 15.0 mm. By inserting 
spacer plates, cracks at various depths can be simulated. Some 
genuine pieces of aircraft wing were also available including 
sections that were still covered with the original paint layer.
It is thought that simulated cracks made by spark 
erosion are a good approximation to fatigue cracks for this 
geometry. No differences could be detected between the shapes of 
images measured using the few fatigue cracks that were available 
and those measured using slots. Consideration of the current flow 
around a cracked hole suggests that the width of the crack has 
little effect provided that it is small compared with the length.
A more significant possible cause of differences between the two 
cases is the closure or partial closure of fatigue cracks. If, 
when the applied stress is removed, residual or other stresses 
act in such a way as to close the crack, then it is possible that 
current could again pass thus rendering the crack partially 
transparent to eddy—current inspection. However, the rapid 
formation of oxide layers prevents current flow even when closure 
occurs. Furthermore, in this case the presence of an 
interference—fit fastener tends to keep any crack open.
4.7.4 Preliminary results
The centreing display works well and has a "positive
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■feel" to it. There is a slight problem because, since the 
transducer is so sensitive to movement, it is at first difficult 
to move it smoothly over the small distances required. However, 
after a little practice it is possible to centre it reliably 
within 5 seconds. Measurements were made on a piece of aircraft 
wing which was still covered with the original paint layer so 
that the fasteners could not be seen. Although there were no 
fatigue cracks present, it was a useful test for the centreing 
method. There was no difficulty in locating the fasteners by 
moving the transducer rapidly across the surface and once they 
had been detected, centreing was straightforward.
Once a scan has started, it is essential that the 
transducer is held completely still while measurements are taken 
otherwise the data are corrupted. On the other hand, during 
centreing it is desirable that it slides easily and without 
jerking. A compromise between these two conflicting requirements 
was to stick small discs of masking tape to its feet. This allows 
a reasonable amount of slip yet when the downwards pressure is 
slightly increased the transducer remains still.
The off—centre error signal which is usually present is 
sinusoidal only if the signal measured by the scanning, coil is 
linearly dependent on the radial distance of the coil from the 
aids of the fastener. This appears to be a good approximation 
even for quite large error signals. This is concluded from the 
fact that removal of an exact sinusoid from the raw data leaves a 
straight baseline as can be seen in figs 55 and 56.
Measurements were made at a nominal frequency of 1 KHz 
which has been found to give the largest signal for cracks in the
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surface layer. This is a compromise between two competing 
effects. As frequency is increased the effect of a sub—surface 
crack is reduced due to the decrease in skin depth. But at the 
same time the magnitude of the signal is increased as a 
consequence of the Faraday effect. These combine to give an 
optimum frequency that depends on the depth of the crack below 
the surface.
In order to present the data in a more acceptable way 
than by photographing the video monitor, they were stored on disc 
and subsequently output to a dot-matrix printer. This also made 
it possible to evaluate alternative analysis techniques off-line.
Fig 54 shows raw data measured firstly with the 
transducer in air and secondly on a homogeneous flat alloy plate. 
The purpose of these is to demonstrate the noise levels that are 
inherent in the system. It has been found that the presence of a 
non—ferreous fastener has little effect on the image due to a 
crack. This can be demonstrated by comparing measurements of a 
hole that has a 1.5 mm slot that were taken with and without the 
fastener installed. The respective measurements are shown in figs 
55 and 56 and it can be seen that the two traces lead to similar 
images of the defect.
In order to demonstrate repeatability, numerous scans of 
the same fastener were made. In each case the transducer was 
removed and re—centred in order to ensure that consecutive 
measurements were independent. In fig 57 a selection of repeated 
scans is shown for a hole with a 0.6 mms slot.
Initial measurements made using the test specimen are 
shown in fig 58 for defects ranging in size from 0.2 mm to 1.0
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mm. Fig 59 shows the same data with the centreing error signal 
removed by the analysis technique described in section 4.6.6. It 
is apparent that even unaided visual inspection can identify the 
presence of 0.6 mm long slot.
It must be emphasised that these measurements have been 
made using slots to simulate the effect of real cracks, which 
could behave differentlv for two reasons. They are thinner and, 
as a consequence of this, stress reversal could lead to crack 
closure. However, for the reasons discussed earlier in this 
section, it is believed that, in this case at least, spark—eroded 
slots adequately represent the behaviour of fatigue cracks so far 
as eddy—current inspection is concerned. During the development 
of the instrument some specimens containing fatigue cracks became 
available for a short time. It was not passible then to record 
the data but visual inspection could not distinguish between the 
features of signals due to cracks and slots. Eddy—current methods 
are widely used in many other applications to detect fatigue 
cracks and no specific problems due to crack closure are known to 
have been reported.
All these measurements were made at a single frequency, 
analvsis was very simple and only one component of the complex 
data was used. Yet satisfactory results were obtained by visual 
inspection. It is reasonable to expect that, when the potential 
of the method is more fully developed by using more sophisticated 
analysis techniques, the performance will be significantly 
improved.
4.7.5 Further analysis
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It has been shown that the svsten as described in this 
chapter is capable of detecting cracks down to 0.6 mm radial 
length. An improved method o-f analysing the data is presented in 
this section. It has been developed o-f-f—line and tested using the 
data that are stored on disc. It can in principle be incorporated 
into the operating system when required.
The new method is based on the use o-f a simple pattern 
recognition technique to identify and measure a crack without 
the need to remove completely the off-centre error signal 
beforehand. It is designed to respond to features that are 
exhibited only by a crack image. The working of the classifier is 
illustrated in fig 60. In this case y(i) represents the image due 
to a crack and g(i) represents its derivative (for integer i). By 
adjusting the values of the parameters v and w, it  is found that 
for v=18 and w=5 the conditions
v(i-2v> > y(i—v) > v(i> 
v(i+2v) > y(i+v) > y(i) 
g(i+2w) > g(i+w> > 0 
q(i—2w) < g(i—w) < 0
are met only for values of i that are close to the peak of the 
crack signal. The classifier output is z(i), which is set to 
—v(i) if the conditions (4.7>—(4.10) are true and to zero 
otherwise. Since numerical differentiation is unreliable in the 
presence of noise, the derivative is calculated using a recursive 
Least Squares filter to approximate the raw data with a series of 
quadratic functions. This is described in detail in appendix B.
(4.7)
(4.6)
(4.9)
(4.10)
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At each sample point the smoothed -function a(i> and its 
derivative b(i) are -found by iteratively evaluating (B.16) and 
are substituted -for y(i) and g(i) respectively in (4.7)-<4.10).
The larger the value o-f the integer parameter p, the greater is 
the number o-f samples that are used in determining a(i) and b(i>.
On the other hand, i-f p is too large, then it is -found that the 
samples cannot be represented by a quadratic -function over the 
range. Choosing p=20 is the best compromise -for data o-f this 
type.
The classifier described above is relatively insensitive 
to the influence of sinusoidal off—centre errors, although its 
performance is impaired if they are too large. Therefore the 
fundamental Fourier component is removed as a preliminary, 
leading to signals of a similar nature to that of fig 48B which 
was discussed in section 4.6.6.
The data presented in fig 5B that were measured using 
the test specimen have been re-analysed using this technique. Fig 
61 shows the smoothed data with the fundamental component 
removed, fig 62 shows the corresponding derivatives and fig 63 
shows the outputs of the pattern recognition classifier. The sets 
of traces are aligned so that the positions of the cracks 
correspond to the centre of the horizontal axis. It can be seen 
from fig 63 that cracks down to 0.4 mm can be identified but 
results for 0.2 mm are inconclusive. Furthermore, the data for 
zero crack length appears to contain a coherent image and 
artefacts occur in most of the other traces. In order to 
investigate this, several independent scans of uncracked holes 
are analysed and displayed, with a magnified scale, in fig 64 .
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They all show the same type o-f behaviour which is believed to 
arise from minute imperfections in the stepper motor bearings. As 
the latter rotates, it rises and falls imperceptibly in a 
characteristic and repeatable way causing corresponding 
variations in the observed signal. This view is supported by the 
fact that data measured in the differential mode do not exhibit 
this behaviour since both coils rise and fall in the same way and 
so the errors are cancelled.
Thus the stepper motor in effect superimposes another 
image on the data. However, once recognised, this can be removed 
easily by subtracting from all the other measurements a set of 
data for zero crack length. This removes the stepper motor image 
without affecting genuine data. The data that were used to 
produce figs 61, 62 and 63 are re-analysed on this basis and the 
results are shown in figs 65, 66 and 67. Fig 67 indicates that 
cracks of £3.2 mm can now be identified easily. There will always 
be a positive indication with no crack, due to random noise or 
imperfections in the fastener hole, but it appears that by using 
this procedure these signals are smaller than those due to 0.2 mm 
cracks. In order to illustrate this, the classifier outputs for 
several independent measurements of 0.2 mm cracks are shown in 
fig 68. Every scan was referred to a different measurement of 
zero crack length. This can be compared with the results shown 
in fig 69 for which the same process was applied to measurements 
made for zero crack length. It can be seen that under these 
circumstances the background noise level of the classification 
process is less than the magnitude of signals due to genuine 
B.2 mm defects.
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It  mast be painted out that this analysis process causes 
a smaller ghost crack indication exactly opposite each genuine 
one. This is a -feature o-f the classi-fier and is not a problem 
since their magnitudes are in a -fixed ratio and so the ghost can 
easily be removed. Even in the case when Two genuine cracks occur 
opposite each other, the two corresponding ghost signals can be 
removed without difficulty. In order to preserve clarity this has 
been done for all the data that is presented here.
4.7.6 Conclusions
It has been demonstrated that, in its present state of 
development, the Eddiscan svstem can reliably detect cracks less 
than 0.5 mm radial length. Inspection of a fastener can be 
completed within 15 seconds even through a protective layer of 
paint. A significant feature is the fail-safe nature of the 
process. It  is unlikely that a crack could be missed in the way 
that can happen with ultrasonics. If a defect is present then it  
will always have an image associated with it. Consequently, a 
null measurement is a reliable indication that the fastener hole 
is unflawed.
With reference to the discussions in chapter 1 and 
section 4.1, it can be seen that the instrument achieves the 
objectives that were specified there. It compares favourably' with 
ultrasonic techniques in terms of speed, reliability, resolution 
and immunity to operator fatigue. It is concluded that with some 
further development this method could form the basis of a viable 
commercial instrument.
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4.8 FIELD TEST VERSION
The system that has been described so -far consists o-f 
one rack o-f electronic hardware containing the I/O controller and 
the video monitor which are connected to a PDF'—11/03 computer by 
means o-f a 16—bit I/O bus. As the computer is -far too big to be 
regarded as portable, it was necessary to produce a prototype 
field test version which could be transported and used on site. A 
mains—operated instrument has been constructed but a 
battery—operated model has also been designed and is discussed 
here.
A schematic diagram of the system is shown in fig 70A.
The LSI-11 processor is still used together with three other 
boards containing 8 Kw RAM, 4 Kw EPROM and a DRV—11 parallel 
interface respectively. These four component parts are mounted 
with a mains power supply in a rack which is fixed underneath the 
I/O controller to form a compact unit. The same operating system 
software can be used and must be stored in the EPROM memory, as 
discussed in section 4.6.1, since no mass storage is available.
The processor is configured so that the program runs 
automatically as soon as the system is switched on.
The configuration of a battery—operated version is shown 
in fig 70S. The total power consumption of the I/O controller and 
the video monitor is 14 watts while that of the processor and 
memory boards comes to over 30 watts. Rechargeable nickel—cadmium 
cells (tvpe Varta SD—13) can deliver a total energy of 16.2 
watt.hours/lb. Thus a 30 lb pack of these cells can supply' power 
at a rate of 60 watts for approximately 8 hours. However, since 
the cells must be connected in series, the supply voltage is
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initially 35v which gradually -falls as the cells discharge. Since 
the electronics require 5v, 12v and — 12v, switched mode DC—DC 
converters must be used. These are compact, lightweight and have 
efficiencies of up to 75%. Thus in principle the battery pack can 
deliver 45 watts to the load for up to 8 hours. Unfortunately the 
total weight of the instrument is 60 lb which is at the upper 
limit of portability. Although these two field test instruments 
are neither ideal nor viable in the long term, they permit a 
measure of portability for a comparatively small outlay of 
effort. The correct procedure is to start from scratch and 
redesign the system using a dedicated microprocessor and low 
power memory components rather than to use commercial computer 
boards.
Since no suitable equipment was available at the time, a 
novel method of formatting the EPROM chips was devised which uses 
the computer in the laboratory version to control the process. 
Reference to the memory map (fig 35) shows that the system 
software starts at location 40080 and finishes at location 57777. 
PROM is a subroutine which resides at location 60830 and can be 
used to send data and control codes to DROUT<0—12). When it is 
necessary to format an EPROM, the I/O controller is disconnected 
from the DRV—11 and temporarily replaced by a small board into 
which the blank EPROM chip is plugged and whose circuit is shown 
in fig 71. Four functions can be performed depending on the 
settings of CSR8 and CSR1: these are listed in fig 72. The 
operating system is loaded from disc and run in the normal way.
It is then halted by issuing a BREAK command from the console 
keyboard and is restarted by transferring control manually to
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location 60000 which is the start address of PROM. This is the 
only way that this subroutine can be run since it is not called 
by the Eddiscan program.
Intel type 2732 EPROM devices were used and details o-f 
the way in which they must be formatted can be found in Intel 
C19791. PROM transfers in turn the addresses and contents of 
locations 40000 to 57777 to DROUT(0-12) together with control 
codes on CSR0 and CSR1. The formatter interprets this information 
and stores the data in the appropriate locations on the IC. The 
flowchart for PROM is shown in fig 73. Two EF’RQM IC's are needed 
to store all the software with even byte addresses on one and odd
byte addresses on the other. At the end of the process they are
inserted in the memory board of the field test version which will
then run automatically when switched on.
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CHAPTER 5
FURTHER DEVELOPMENTS
5.1 INTRODUCTION
During the course of the research that is described in 
the foregoing chapters, a number of ideas have arisen which for 
various reasons were not developed at the time. It is a 
consequence of the growth of microelectronic technology that 
advances can render a new piece of equipment obsolete even before 
it is fully completed. Yet one cannot take account and 
incorporate each new improvement otherwise nothing would be 
finished. At some stage no more modifications can be accepted and 
the design must be regarded as final. The Eddiscan system is an 
example of this dilemma. During the time since it was conceived, 
many new IC devices have become available which enable enormous 
simplifications to be made. In addition, experience gained by 
using it has suggested simpler types of transducer and more 
effective ways of analysing the data. All of these ideas are 
collected together to form a basis for the design of an upgraded 
version.
The scanning method that has been developed can be 
thought of as a simple 1—D imaging system. It is fascinating to 
consider the extension of this concept to 3-D. Certainly the 
scattered magnetic field at the surface of a conductor contains a 
great deal of information about any cracks or defects below the 
surface and it should be possible to make use of this to 
reconstruct a pictorial image of them. The underlying theoretical 
basis of this is discussed together with some suggestions for its
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practical implementation.
This chapter is -forward-looking and dealing with ideas 
rather than results. However, research into all o-f these topics 
is now being carried out both here and elsewhere. It is felt that 
this justifies the earlier assertion that eddy—current inspection 
is a particularly fertile branch of applied physics.
5.2 THE EDDISCAN SYSTEM
During the period that has elapsed since this system was 
first planned, there have been considerable advances in 
microelectronic technology to the extent that many of the 
original components have been superceded. Furthermore, new 
devices that were not previously available make possible 
simplifications, not only of the circuit design, but of the 
method itself. Since research into the detection and sizing of 
cracks under fasteners is a continuing project, it  is appropriate 
at this stage, having demonstrated the feasibility, to design a 
new version of the instrument based on experience gained with the 
original system.
The LSI—11 microcomputer works well, is easy to program 
and is convenient to interface. However, by current standards it 
is extremely bulky and consumes excessive power. Whereas this is 
not a particular problem for a laboratory or desk—top computer, 
it  is highly undesirable in a portable instrument. Therefore it 
has been decided that the new version will be configured as a 
peripheral that will interface directly to any of the popular 
8—bit microcomputers. There are three principal reasons for this 
course of action. First is the high cost of developing a
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dedicated microprocessor—based instrument and the resources that 
are required. Because o-f the mass market -for microcomputers, they 
are remarkably inexpensive and -furthermore a vast amount of 
hardware and software has already been developed for them. Second 
is the fact that they have low power consumption, are compact and 
lightweight, and will generally work from a single 5v power 
supply. Finally, most of them include the facility to run 
applications programs that have been stored on EF’RQM.
The existing video interface was developed because there 
was no alternative at the time. IC graphics controllers are now 
commonly used to drive TV monitors (for example Intel 6847) and 
perform all the required functions as well as many others.
However there have also been major advances in the technology of 
LCD graphics display panels. These are ideal for portable 
instruments by virtue of their extremely low power consumption 
and models are now available with sufficient resolution for the 
type of data presentation that is required in this case. The 
potential problem of interfacing them to an 8—bit bus has been 
made easy by the development of LCD controller IC's.
The increasing speed and complexity of IC logic devices 
frequently leads to the situation in which a function that has 
traditionally been implemented using analogue circuits can now be 
based on digital techniques, either using hard—wired logic or 
microprocessors. Consequently if a system already contains a 
microprocessor which is not fully occupied, then it may be able 
to take over the functions of some analogue circuits. Indeed, it 
may well be advantageous to introduce one or more specifically 
for this purpose since their use can lead to circuits with low
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power and reduced chip count. One of the objectives of modern 
electronic design is to achieve the optimum balance between 
hardware and software.
Several sections of the Eddiscan are improved by the use 
of digital techniques. The generation and control of the drive 
and balance signals is cumbersome using analogue circuits. It is 
far easier to represent a waveform by its values at sample points 
and to recreate it by repeatedly writing these numbers to a DAC. 
The synchronous demodulation can also be done by the 
microprocessor if the coil voltages are balanced, amplified and 
then sampled using an ADC. Multiplication by the reference signal 
and subsequent low—pass filtering can then be carried out by 
software.
It is a consequence of these improvements that makes 
possible a major simplification of the transducer. The highly 
damped response of the synchronous demodulators restricts the 
speed with which the coils can be rotated without impairing the 
resolution (see section 4.6.5). If the signal processing is done 
by software then the speed is not restricted in this way. Thus 
the transducer can be rotated continuously at speeds up to 3S3 
rpm or thereabouts. Under these circumstances measurements made 
using only one coil can fulfil the requirements of both centreing 
and scanning. Since in this case a scan cah be completed in 0.2 
s, the data can be used to rapidly update a centreing display.
When the transducer has been centred, subsequent scans are 
accumulated and averaged until sufficient accuracy is attained. 
Further reductions in analogue circuitry result from this 
approach.
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A schematic diagram of the system is shown in fig 74.
DAC1 and DAC2 convert continuous sequences of data from the 
microprocessor into the analogue signals that drive and balance 
the coil. The voltage across the latter is amplified and sampled 
using ADC1. The transducer is rotated continuously by a motor 
and a synchronising pulse is produced once per revolution. This 
is only a rough outline of the system but it indicates the 
radical changes that can be made to the hardware and the shift of 
the work load towards software.
Hitherto the aim has been to develop a new inspection 
technique and to perform sufficient experiments to demonstrate 
its capabilities. Continuing research with the existing and, 
eventually, the new systems will investigate the operational 
limits of the method with particular reference to those 
applications that are currently relevant to aircraft inspection. 
Topics of interest include cracks under ferrous fasteners and in 
sub—surface layers.
Some measurements have been attempted using ferrous 
fasteners but cracks could not be detected. Furthermore the 
transducer was extremelv difficult to centre due to its greatly 
enhanced sensitivity to position. Reference to fig 75 will 
explain why this happens. The coils are positioned so as to 
maximise the eddy—current density in the region of a crack in the 
surface laver. This results in the head of the fastener extending 
under most of the pole gap. With non-ferrous material the field 
distributions are not affected but a ferrous fastener behaves as 
an extension to the core and diverts the flux away from the 
region where cracks can occur. Since the effective pole gap is
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much reduced, small movements of the transducer cause excessively 
large changes in the coil voltages thus making the centreing 
process almost impossible. These problems can be overcome by 
increasing the size of the pole gap. but it seems likely that the 
sensitivity to cracks will be lower in this case.
There is considerable interest in detecting and sizing 
cracks in sub—surface layers as well as those in the outer skin. 
This requires much more extensive electromagnetic fields to be 
established and consequently a different transducer design. In 
order to estimate the size and depth of the cracks, it is 
advantageous to make measurements at several frequencies and to 
combine them in order to extract the relevant information.
5.3 EDDY-CURRENT IMAGING
5.3.1 Principles
One of the most interesting aspects of this work has 
been the possibility of developing a method of 3—D eddy-current 
imaging. Research into this topic is continuing because it is 
only by understanding eddy—current inspection at a fundamental 
level that improved experimental techniques can be devised.
Imaging is now frequently used and will be classified into 
absorption and reflection methods, for the sake of simplicity. If 
an image of the internal structure of an object is required then 
beams of radiation (e.g. ultrasound or X—rays) are passed through 
it at a large number of different angles. The corresponding 
absorption factors are measured, from which a 2—D or 3-D image of 
the opacity of the object to that radiation can be reconstructed 
using tomography (see Herman C19793). If, on the other hand, size
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and shape are required rather than internal structure then 
radiation that is reflected from the surface of the object is 
measured and back—projected to form an image using holography.
The scanning technique that has been developed is in 
fact a simple form of 1—D imaging. Since this leads to a 
significant improvement in performance, it  is natural to ask if 
this concept can be extended in principle to 3-D images. However, 
there are major differences between eddy currents and ultrasound 
(or X—rays) in the way that they propagate and interact with 
defects. As a consequence of this the usual methods of 
reconstruction cannot be used.
Since a crack is a 2—D entity and has no internal
structure, tomography is not relevant and a form of holography
would seem to be appropriate. In its most general form this
*
consists of recording, throughout a plane, the magnitude and 
phase of all the radiation scattered by the object. If the 
propagation equation is known, then in principle the object can 
be reconstructed by a method of back projection. In the case of 
eddy—currents, since cracks in conducting material behave like 
radiating dipole sheets (see section 2.3), if the scattered 
magnetic field distribution is measured at the surf ace then it 
should be possible to reconstruct the geometry of the crack. 
There are' two factors that further complicate this process. 
Firstly, the propagation of radiation is described by the vector 
Helmholtz equation and not a scalar equation as in the case of 
optical or acoustic holography and secondly, the effect of the 
boundary is to introduce reflection and transmission 
coefficients. Despite this it is highly likely that expressions
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can be derived which will reconstruct the crack without the need 
to make any approximations. Hildebrand E1982U has apDroached the 
problem in this way using analysis techniques derived 
specifically for acoustic holography and applied without 
modification. Even so, despite the approximations and uncertain 
validity, some success was achieved.
On the experimental side, it is necessary to establish a 
source field in order to ,,illuminate,‘ any cracks and then to 
measure the resulting scattered field distribution at the 
surface. It should be noted that the dipole sheet that represents 
a crack depends on the source field. In order to ensure that the 
crack image is unique, the latter must be kept constant.
5.3.2 Vector tomography
One possible way of measuring the scattered magnetic 
field distribution at the surface is to use a small coil, or 
equivalent magneticallv—sensitive device, and to scan across the 
surface in a raster pattern. This is an extremely cumbersome and 
slow process, likely to introduce considerable noise of 
mechanical origin into the measurements. Consequently an 
alternative method was sought.
If a rectangular wire loop is placed vertically on the 
surface of a conducting block in which eddy currents are flowing 
then the voltage induced in the part of the loop immediately 
above the surface is equal to the line integral of the electric 
field at the surface in the direction of the loop. If the 
opposite side of the loop is sufficiently far from the surface 
that the field there is negligible, and if the loop is
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sufficiently long that the vertical ends are also in a region of
zero field, then these latter three sides make no contribution to
the observed voltage. Thus the voltage induced in a vertical
rectangular coil is directly proportional to the line integral of
electric field in that direction. Fig 76A shows a transducer that
consists of many parallel, equally-spaced, rectangular coils
wound on an insulating block. (In practice there would be many
more than the 4 coils shown). If this is placed on a specimen
then each coil measures the electric field line integral at a
different position. This process can be repeated with the
transducer rotated through many different angles. This is similar
to tomography and it should be possible to use this data to
reconstruct the electric field distribution. However, the
established methods of tomographic reconstruction (Herman £19793)
♦
do not apply since electric field is a vector quantity rather 
than a scalar. Kvte C19843 has developed this idea and shown that 
the magnetic field can be represented by a scalar potential which 
can be reconstructed using a modification of the standard 
techniques.
In this way, surface electric or magnetic field 
distributions can be measured using a tranducer that involves 
rotation only.
5.3.3 Polarised coil arrays
A different type of transducer is shown in fig 76B. This 
consists of two sets of parallel rectangular coils wound in 
perpendicular directions. If this is placed on a conducting 
specimen then the reflected mutual impedance (see section 2.3)
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between any two perpendicular coils is zero for an unflawed 
specimen. They can only interact in this way if the field close 
to their point of intersection is distorted by a defect.
Measurements are made in the following way. For each 
coil in one direction, a current is passed through it  and the 
complex voltage across each of the perpendicular coils is 
recorded. Thus if there are n coils in each direction then n x n 
complex measurements can be made each of which is a measure of 
the reflected mutual impedance between the two corresponding 
coils. This data can be plotted in the form of an image which 
will indicate the presence of defects.
The advantage of this method is that the transducer does 
not need to be rotated or moved in any way. Unfortunately the 
measurements are much more difficult to interpret quantitatively 
although it may eventually be possible to derive expressions 
which relate them directly to the features of cracks. However, 
even if the interpretation of results has to be empirical, this 
technique does have potential for development.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUDING REMARKS
As a result o-f concern about the effectiveness of 
existing methods of detecting cracks under fasteners, this 
programme of research was initiated with the object of 
determining the extent to which eddy currents could be used for 
this purpose. A negative result was anticipated since at that 
time the prevailing level of instrumentation was quite basic. 
However, it soon became apparent that the potential of 
eddy—current inspection was generally underestimated and that the 
key to its development was to exploit the advancing tide of 
microelectronic technology and sophisticated analysis techniques 
made possible by the use of computers. As a result of this a 
prototype instrument has been designed and built’ that can detect 
radial cracks as small as G.2 mm beneath the heads of installed 
fasteners. Moreover, it has been demonstrated that this area of 
research is very fertile. NDE, in particular eddy-current 
inspection, is a specialisation that has generally been 
associated with electrical and mechanical engineers and it  is 
only recently that physicists and mathematicians have recognised 
the fundamental nature of some of the problems and turned their 
attention to it. As a consequence of this, techniques commonly 
used in allied disciplines have been imported and are 
revolutionising the subject. Probably the most interesting and 
rewarding aspect of this work is the prospect of eddy—current 
imaging. It is . anticipated that it will be possible to construct 
a prototype imaging svstem in the near future.
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APPENDIX ft 
THE OPERATING SYSTEM SOFTWARE
.TITLE EDISON — EDDISCAN OPERATING SYSTEM
.MCALL .. V2___REGDEF
. .V2..
/ / / / / / / / / /  DIRECT ASSIGNMENTS IHiiUlil 
.REGDEF
DRCSR = 167770
DROUTBUF= 167772 
DRINBUF = 167774 
INTAVEC = 300 
INTASTAT= 302 
INTBVEC = 304
INTBSTAT= 306
DRV11 CONTROL AND STATUS REGISTSR 
OUTPUT BUFFER 
INPUT BUFFER 
INTERRUPT VECTOR A ADDRESS 
« STATUS 
INTERRUPT VECTOR B ADDRESS 
" STATUS
/ / / / / / / / / /  RAM TABLES / / / / / / / / / /
THESE TABLES CONTAIN SYSTEM PARAMETERS AND DATA ARRAYS AND ARE 
STORED IN THE BOTTOM TWO MEMORY BANKS WHICH ARE VOLATILE. THEY 
ARE LOADED WITH INITIAL VALUES AT START TIME BY THE CONFIGURATION 
SECTION FROM DEFAULT TABLES HELD IN ROM AND NEW VALUES MAY WRITTEN
ONCE THE PROGRAMME IS RUNNING 
CSECT TABLES
PROGRAM DATA STORAGE ARRAYS
IX: .WORD 0
.=.+616
IY: .WORD 0
.=.+616
IZ: .WORD 0
.=.+616
IV: .WORD 0
.=.+616
IS: .WORD 0
.=.+616
=.+32720
SCRATCH RAM FOR GENERAL USAGE
SCR1: .WORD 0
SCR2: .WORD 0
SCR3: .WORD 0
SCR4: .WORD 0
SCR5: .WORD 0
SCR6: .WORD 0
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:START OF DATA TABLES
A p p - e n d i x  A
SCR7: .WORD 0
SCRS: .WORD 0
SCR9: .WORD 0
SCR10: .WORD 0
SCRll! .WORD 0
SCR12: .WORD 0
SCR13: .WORD 0
SCR 14: .WORD 0
SCR15: .WORD 0
SCR 16 s .WORD 0
SCR17: .WORD 0
SCR1S: .WORD 0
SCR19: .WORD 0
SCR20: .WORD 0
SCR21: .WORD 0
SCR22: .WORD 0
1
sSCRATCH AREA FOR SUBROUTINE MTYPE AND MPRINT
MTY1:
•
.WORD 0 :ARGUMENT LIST FOR MPRINT CALL
MTY2: .WORD 0 :FROM MTYPE
MTY3: .WORD 0.0.0
MPRLST! .WORD 0 ;POINTER TO MPRINT ARG. LIST
:SCRATCH AREA FOR SUBROUTINE BASE
BSYP:
■
.WORD 0 :PEAK VALUE
BSXPs .WORD 0 :PEAK POSITION
BSMAXL: .WORD 0 :LAST FIT PARAMETER
BSCNT: .WORD 0 :TERMINATION COUNTER
BSMAX: .WORD 0 :FIT PARAMETER
BSMODE; .WORD 0 :NODE VALUE
:SYSTEM PARAMETERS
LATCH1:
i
.WORD 0
LATCH2: .WORD 0
FREQ 1: .WORD 0 :CENTREING FREQENCY
MAGI: .WORD 0 : CENTREING MAGNITUDE
PREQ2: .WORD 0 .-SCANNING FREQUENCY
MAG2: .WORD 0 :SCANNING MAGNITUDE
ANGLE: .WORD 0
MLINE: .WORD 0 sLINE POSITION ON MONITOR
MCHAR: .WORD 0 :CHARACTER POSITION ON MONITOR
CENTIM: .WORD 0 :CENTREING DWELL TIME
CENTAC: .WORD 0 :CENTREING ACCURACY
SCNTIM: .WORD 0 {STEPPER MOTOR SCANNING SPEED
PBAL: .WORD 0 : IN PHASE BALANCE VALUE
QBAL: .WORD 0 :QUADRATURE BALANCE VALUE
/ / / / / / / / / /  ROM TABLES lillllliil
:THESE TABLES CONTAIN SYSTEM CONSTANTS
i
* CSECT PROG
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ARGLST: 
STPSEQ:
BITCODE
SINE!
.WORD 
.WORD 
.NLIST 
i .BYTE 
.BYTE 
.BYTE 
.BYTE 
.BYTE 
.BYTE 
.BYTE 
.BYTE 
.BYTE 
.BYTE 
.BYTE 
.BYTE 
.BYTE 
.BYTE 
.BYTE 
.BYTE 
.BYTE 
.BYTE 
.BYTE 
.BYTE 
.BYTE 
.BYTE 
.BYTE 
.BYTE 
.BYTE 
.BYTE 
.BYTE 
.BYTE 
.BYTE 
.BYTE 
.BYTE 
.BYTE 
.BYTE 
.BYTE 
.BYTE 
.BYTE 
.BYTE 
.BYTE 
.BYTE 
.BYTE 
.BYTE 
.BYTE 
.BYTE 
.WORD 
.WORD 
.WORD 
.WORD 
.WORD 
.WORD 
.WORD 
.WORD 
.WORD 
.WORD
0
4012.0411,2005.1006
jARGUMENT LIST FOR FORTRAN CALLS 
;STEPPER MOTOR BIT PATTERNS
76.0.105.111.121.141.0.76 
0,0,41,1,177,1,1,0 
43.5,101,111,111,111,51,21
102.101.101.101.111.131.151.106 
4.14,24,44,177,4,4,4 
172,111,121.121,121,121.121.116
36.51.111.111.111.111.111.106
100.101.102.104.110.120.140.100 
6 6 . 111 , 11 1 , 111 , 111 , 111 , 111,66
61.111.111.111.111.111.112.74 
0.0,0,14,14,0,0.0 
0,1,2,64,64,0,0.0 
0,10,0,24.0,42,0,101 
24.24,24,24.24.24.24.24
101.0.42.0.24.0.10.0
40.1'00.100.115.115,110.110.60
177.0.177.0.177.0.177.0 
37.50.110,110.110.110.50.37 
101.177,111,111,111,111,111,66
34.42.0.101.101.101.101.42
101.177.101.101.101.101.100.76 
177.Ill,111.111.1)1.101.101.101
177.110.110.110.110.100.100.100 
76.101,101,101,111.111,111,56
177.10.10.10.10.10.10.177 
0.0,101,101,177.101,101,0
102.101.101.101.176.100.100.100
177.10.0.24.0.42.0.101 
177,1,1,1,1,1,1,1
177.40.20.10.10.20.40.177
177.40.20.10.4.2.1.177
76.101.101.101.101.101.101.76
177.110.110.110.110.110.110.60
76.101.101.101.105.100.102.75
177.110.110.110.110.114.112.61 
62,ill.Ill,111.111.111.ill,46 
100,100.100.177,100.100,100.0
176.1.1.1.1.1.1.176 
140,30,6.1.1,6.30,140
176.1.2.14.14.2.1.176
101.42.24.10.10.24.42.101
100.41.22.4.10.20.40.100
101.101.103.105.111.121.141.101 
10000.10200.10401.10601.11001 
11200.11377,11575.11772.12166 
12361.12553.12743.13132.13317 
13503.13664.14044,14222,14375 
14546.14715.15062.15224.15363 
15517,15651,15777,16123,16243 
16360.16472,16601,16704,17004 
17100,17171,17256.17337.17414 
17466.17534,17576.17634.17666 
17714,17736,17754,17766,17774
: 0 
5 1 
\2 
53
55 
: 6 
57 
S
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.WORD 17777.17774.17766.17754.17736 
.WORD 17714.17666.17634,17576.17534 
.WORD 17466,17414,17337.17256.17171 
.WORD 17100.17004,16704.16601.16472 
.WORD 16360.16243.16123.15777.15651 
.WORD 15517.15363,15224.15062.14715 
.WORD 14546.14375,14222.14044,13664 
.WORD 13503,13317,13132,12743,12553 
.WORD 12361.12166.11772.11575.11377 
.WORD 11200.11001.10601,10401,10200 
.WORD 7777.7577,7376,7176,6776 
.WORD 6577,6400.6202.6005,5611 
.WORD 5416,5224.5034,4645,4460 
.WORD 4274.4113,3733,3555,3402 
.WORD 3230,3062.2715,2553,2414 
.WORD 2260,2126,2000,1654.1534 
.WORD 1417,1305,1176,1073,773 
.WORD 677,606,521,440,363 
.WORD 311,243.201.143,111 
.WORD 63.41.23.11.3 
.WORD 1.3,11.23,41 
•WORD 63.111.143.201,243 
.WORD 311,363.440.521,606 
.WORD 677.773.1073.1176,1305 
.WORD 1417.1534.1654.2000.2126 
.WORD 2260.2414,2553.2715.3062 
.WORD 3231.3402.3555.3733,4113 
.WORD 4274.4460.4645,5034,5224 
.WORD 5416,561 1'. 6005,6202,6400 
.WORD 6577.6776.7176.7376,7577 
.LIST
! / / / / / / / / / / INITIALISATION / / / / / / / / / /
«
EDISON; MOV #777.SP •.SET STACK POINTER
MOV #40000,LATCH1 ;ENABLE LATCH 1
MOV #50000.LATCH2 sENABLE LATCH 2
MOV LATCH1,DROUTBUF ?RESET HARDWARE LATCHES
MOV LATCH2.DROUTBUF
JSR PC.CLEAR ?CLEAR SCREEN
MOV #20350,FREQ1
MOV #30040.MAGI
MOV #20350.FREQ2
MOV #30040.MAG2
MOV #4000.CENTIM :SET DWELL TIME AND ACCURACY
MOV #10.CENTAC :FOR CENTREING
CLR ANGLE ;ZERO PROBE POSITION
MOV #100.SCNTIM :SET SCANNING SPEED
MOV #777,PBAL 5 INITIAL BALANCE VALUES
MOV #10777., QBAL
! / / / / / / / / / / MAIN PROGRAM ff 111/111/
•
EDI: JSR PC.CLEAR
MOV #50020.DROUTBUF ;SET 4-COIL MODE
MOV FREQ1.DROUTBUF !SET NOMINAL 1KHZ.
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* / / / / /
II
HOLD:
HOLD1:
TEST: 
TEST 1:
TEST2:
GRAPH:
BRA1: 
GRA2:
MOV MAGI.DROUTBUF
JSR PC.CENTRE
JSR PC.CLEAR
JSR PC,SCAN
JSR PC.BASE
JSR R5.SIZE
.WORD IY,SCR10,SCR11
JSR PC.HOLD
JSR R5.FAC
.WORD SCR1B.SCR11
:SET CURRENT AMPLITUDE
7 ///  SUBROUTINES / / / / / / / / / /
:HOLD LOOPS UNTIL READY BUTTON IS PRESSED
TST
BPL
TST
BMI
MOV
JSR
TST
RTS
DRINBUF 
HOLD 
DRINBUF 
HOLD1 
#500..R0 
PC.DELAY 
DRINBUF 
PC
:WAIT FOR BUTTON PUSHED 
:WAIT FOR RELEASE 
:CONTACT BOUNCE
:TEST JUMPS TO A NEW LOCATION IF READY BUTTON IS PUSHED
TST DRINBUF
BPL TEST2 {EXIT IF NOT PUSHED
TST DRINBUF
BMI TEST1 {WAIT FOR RELEASE
MOV #500..R0
JSR PC.DELAY {CONTACT BOUNCE
TST DRINBUF
TST (SP) + :ADJUST STACK
JMP @(R5)+ {RESTART
ADD #2,R5
RTS R5 {NORMAL RETURN
{GRAPH DISPLAYS A 200 POINT GRAPH
:OF DATA STARTING AT THE FIRST ELEMENT OF I ARRAY IF
;IMODE IS I. OTHERWISE IF IMODE IS 0 THIS GRAPH IS CLEARED.
i
MOV (R5)+.R0 :R0 POINTS TO FIRST ELEMENT
MOV #177771.DROUTBUF
TST (R5) + {CHECK WHICH MODE
BNE GRA1
MOV #177770.DROUTBUF
BIS #2.DRCSR {ENABLE VIDEO DECODER
MOV #28..R1 ;R1 IS X ADDRESS BYTE
CLR R2
MOV (R0)+.R2 ;R2 WILL CONTAIN DOT ADDRESS
SWAB R2
ADD R1.R2
MOV R2,DROUTBUF ;O/P DOT ADDRESS
INC R1
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CMP R1.#226. {TEST FOR LAST ELEMENT
BNE GRA2
BIC #2, DRCSR {DISABLE DECODER
RTS R5
•
{CLEARS VIDEO MONITOR SCREEN
i
CLEAR! MOV #177772.DROUTBUF
BIS #2.DRCSR
BIC #2.DRCSR
MOV #52.,R0
JSR PC,DELAY
RTS PC
•
••DELAY FOR RO MILLISECONDS
ft
DELAY: TST -(SP> ;USE (SP) AS COUNTER
DEL0: MOV #125.(SP)
DELI{ DEC (SP)
BNE DELI
SOB R0.DEL0
TST <SP> + {RESTORE (SP)
RTS PC
i
{STEPF AND STEPB CAUSES THE STEPPER MOTOR TO MAKE ONE STEP
{CLOCKWISE OR ANTI-CLOCKWISE RESPECTIVELY IN THE B-STEP MODE
STEPB: SUB #2,ANGLE
STEPFs INC ANGLE
BIC #17,LATCH! {SWITCH OFF ALL COILS
MOV ANGLE.R0
BIC #177770.R0
BIBB STPSEQ(R0).LATCH1
MOV LATCH1.DROUTBUF
RTS PC
•
{MPRINT CONTROLS THE POSITIONING AND DISPLAY OF ALPHANUMERIC
{ON THE VIDEO MONITOR
s IT IS CALLED BY; JSR R5,MPRINT
•
«
•
«
.WORD LIST
i
•
•
«ft LIST; .WORD LINE.CHAR
•ft .ASCIZ /TEXT/
V
MPRINTs MOV (R5)+.MPRLST {STORE LIST POINTER
MOV ©MPRLST,MLINE
ADD #2,MPRLST
MOV ©MPRLST.MCHAR
INC MPRLST
MOV #177771.DROUTBUF {SET WRITE MODE
BIS #2,DRCSR {ENABLE VIDEO DECODER
NXTCHARs CMPB MCHAR.#31 {TEST FOR END OF LINE
BLE MPR1
HALT {ERROR™LINE TOO LONG
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MPRls INC MPRLST
MOVB 6MPRLST, R1 ;FETCH NEXT ASCII CHAR.
CMP R1.#40
BNE NSPACE ■
INC MCHAR ? SPACE-----UPDATE CHAR. POSITION
BR NXTCHAR {AND LOOP TO NEXT ASCII
NSPACEs TSTB R1 ;TEST END OF TEXT
BEQ MPREND
SUB #60,R1 SENTRY IN CODE LIST
MUL #10.R1 {CALCULATE OFFSET TO CODE LIST
ADD #BITCODE,Rl
MOV MLINE.R3 ;START CALCULATION OF DOT ADDRESS
MUL #24.R3
SNAB R3
MOV R3.R2
MOV MCHAR.R3
DEC R3
MUL #12.R3
ADD R3.R2 SDOT ADDRESS IN R2
MOV #10.R0 :R0 IS BYTE LOOP CONTROL
NXTBYT! MOVB (R1)+,R3 :FETCH NEXT CODE BYTE
MOV #7, R4 !R4 IS BIT LOOP CONTROL
NXTBIT: ASR R3 :TEST IF NEXT BIT IS SET
BCC NOTSET
MOV R2.DROUTBUF sO/P DOT ADDRESS TO DECODER
NOTSET! SUB #1000,R2 SUPDATE DOT ADDRESS
SOB R4,NXTBIT SLOOP TO NEXT BIT
ADD #7001,R2 {UPDATE DOT ADDRESS FOR NEXT BYTE
SOB R0. NXTBYT SLOOP TO NEXT BYTE
INC MCHAR ;SET NEXT CHAR. POSITION
BR NXTCHAR
MPREND: BIC #2.DRCSR {DISABLE DECODER
BIT #1.R5 {MAKE SURE R5 POINTS TO THE FIRST
BEQ MPR2 :WORD ADDRESS AFTER THE ARGUMENT LIST
INC R5
MPR2: RTS R5 SAND RETURN
•
:ADCIN CAUSES R0 REPEATED MEASUREMENTS TO BE MADE THROUGH
;THE PREVAILING CHANNEL AND ACCUMULATED IN R2kR3.
ADCIN:
1
BIS # 10. LATCH2 {START COVVERSION
MOV LATCH2.DROUTBUF
ADC INI: TST DRCSR
BPL ADCIN1 SLOOP UNTIL READY
- MOV DRINBUF,R4 {INPUT DATA
BIC #176000.R4 {CLEAR HIGH ORDER BITS
BIC #10,LATCH2 {RESET ADC START BIT
MOV LATCH2.DROUTBUF
ADD R4, R3 {ACCUMULATE TOTAL IN R2&R3
ADC R2
SOB R0.ADCIN {LOOP
RTS PC
t
:MCLRL (I ) CLEARS ONE LINE OF TEXT ON THE MONITOR
MCLRL: MOV #177770.DROUTBUF {SET CLEAR MODE
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SCLODP: 
DTLOOP;
MTYPE:
MTLOOP:
MTYDIV:
CENTRE:
BIS #2.DRCSR {ENABLE DECODER
MOV #177770.DROUTBUF {SET CLEAR MODE
MOV (R5V+.R1 {FETCH LINE NUMBER
DEC R1 {CALCULATE DOT START ADDRESS
MUL #24.R1
ADD #10.R1
SWAB R1
MOV #7, R0 {SCAN COUNTER
MOV #377.R2 {DOT COUNTER
MOV Rl.DROUTBUF {FIRST DOT ON THIS SCAN
INC DROUTBUF
SOB R2.DTL00P {LOOP TO NEXT DOT
ADD #1000.Rl {RESET DOT START ADDRESS
SOB R0.SCLOOP :LOOP TO NEXT SCAN
BIC #2.DRCSR {DISABLE DECODER
RTS R5.
•
:MTYPE DISPLAYS THE CONTENTS OF THE GIVEN LOCATION IN DECIMAL FORMAT
:ON THE MONITOR AT THE GIVEN LINE AND CHARACTER POSITIONS
: IT IS CALLED BY; JSR R5,MTYPE
•i .WORD LINE,CHAR.LOCATION
i
MOV (R5)+.MTY1 {STORE ARGS.
MOV (R5)+,MTY2
MOV €(R5)+iRl ;Rl CONTAINS VARIABLE
CLR R2 {USED AS LOOP COUNTER
CLR R3
CLR R0
DIV MTYDIV(R3).R0 {CONVERT TO DECIMAL
ADD #60.R0 {CONVERT TO ASCII
MOVB R0.MTY3 (R2) {STORE IN ASCII STACK
INC R2
TST <R3) +
CMP R2.#4
BNE MTLOOP {LOOP TO NEXT DECIMAL DIGIT
ADD #60.Rl
MOVB Rl .MTY3 (R2) {LAST DIGIT
INC R2
CLRB MTY3 (R2) ;ASCIZ TERMINATOR
JSR R5.MPRINT {PRINT ASCII. CHARACTERS
.WORD MTY1
RTS R5
.WORD 10000.,1000..100..10. {DIVISORS
;CENTRE CONTROLS THE POSITIONING OF THE PROBE OVER THE FASTENER.
; -IT ACTIVATES THE COILS AT THE INITIAL VALUES OF FREQUENCY AND CURRENT
;AND SETS UP THE CENTREING MODE. THE MONITOR DISPLAY IS INITIATED AND
{UPDATED WITH INFORMATION DERIVED FROM THE A/DC. RETURN TAKES
{PLACE WHEN THE PROBE IS CENTRED WITHIN THE GIVEN TOLERANCE.
MOV FREQ1.DROUTBUF {SET FREQUENCY AND CURRENT FOR CENTREI
MOV MAGI.DROUTBUF
BIS #20,LATCH2 {SET CENTREING MODE
MOV LATCH2.DROUTBUF
MOV #177771,DROUTBUF {SET WRITE MODE
BIS #2.DRCSR {ENABLE DECODER
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SET UP AXES DISPLAY ON VIDEO MONITOR
10V #55.R0
MOV #176.Rl sALL THSESE DOT ADDRESSES FOR THE
MOV #66354.R2 :AXES DISPLAY MUST BE EVEN FOR
MOV #155176.R3 ?INTERLACING.
MOV #66022.R4
AXLDOP: MOV Rl,DROUTBUF
MOV R2,DROUTBUF
MOV R3,DROUTBUF
MOV R4.DROUTBUF
ADD #2, R4
SUB #2, R2
ADD #1000.Rl
SUB #1000.R3
SOB R0.AXLOOP SLOOP
BIC #2.DRCSR :DISABLE VIDEO DECODER
INPUT THE QUADRATURE COMPONENT OF THE Y AND X COIL VOLTAGES AND
STORE THEM IN RO AND Rl RESPECTIVELY.
10V #10100.R3 {INITIAL CROSS POSITION
MOV CENTIM.R2 :USE R2 AS DWELL TIME COUNTER
CENTIN: BIC #7,LATCH2 {SELECT CHANNEL 1
BIS #1.LATCH2
MOV LATCH2.DROUTBUF
BIS #10.LATCH2 {START CONVERSION
MOV LATCH2.DROUTBUF
NDON0! TST DRCSR
BPL NDON0 {LOOP UNTIL DONE
MOV DRINBUF.R5 i INPUT Y TO R5 SCRATCH REG.
BIC #176000,R5 {SUPPRESS HIGH ORDER BITS
BIC #10,LATCH2 ;RESET A/DC START BIT
BIS #3.LATCH2 {SELECT CHANNEL 3
MOV . LATCH2.DROUTBUF
BIS #10.LATCH2 {START CONVERSION
MOV LATCH2.DROUTBUF
ASR R5 {REDUCE TO 8 BITS
ASR R5
SUB #20.R5 {COMPENSATE DISPLAY CENTRE OFFSET
SUB R0.R5 !R0 IS THE OUTPUT OF A FIRST
ASR R5 {ORDER LOW PASS FILTER. R5 IS
ASR R5 {THE INPUT.
ASR R5
ADD R5.R0 {UPDATED VALUE OF Y IN R0
ND0N2: TST DRCSR
BPL ND0N2 {LOOP UNTIL DONE
MOV DRINBUF,R5 {INPUT X TO R5
BIC #176000.R5 {SUPPRESS HIGH ORDER BITS
BIC #10.LATCH2 {RESET A/DC START BIT
MOV LATCH2.DROUTBUF
ASR R5 {SIMILAR FILTER FOR Rl
ASR R5
YLOWOK:
YHIOK:
XLOWQKs
XHIOK:
CEN1: 
CEN2: 
CEN3 s 
CEN41
CNTSET: 
DOTADD:
ASR R5
ASR R5
ADD R5.R1 iUPDATED VALUE OF X IN Rl
;CALCULATE DOT ADDRESS OF CENTRE OF CROSS
i
BIS # 1, R0 {ENSURE R0.R1 ARE ODD FOR IN
BIS #1 .Rl
CMP R0. #7 :LIMIT EXTREMES OF R0.R1
BGE YLOWOK
MOV #7.R0
CMP R0.#323
BLE YHIOK
MOV #323.R0
CMP Rl.#31 -
BGE XLOWOK
MOV #31.Rl
CMP Rl,#345
BLE XHIOK
MOV #345.Rl
•
: SET LEDS AND TEST VECTOR WITHIN LIMITS
•
BIC #360.LATCH! s RESET LED LATCHES
MOV #156•BCR 1
ADD CENTAC,SCR1
CMP R0.SCR1 ; IF YM56+CENTAC SET Y- LED
BLE CEN1
BIS #40,LATCH1
SUB CENTAC,SCR1
SUB CENTAC.SCR1
CMP R0.SCR1 s IF Y<156—CENTAC SET Y+ LED
BGE CEN2
BIS #20.LATCH1
MOV #176.SCR 1
ADD CENTAC.SCR1
CMP Rl.SCRl s IF X>176+CENTAC SET X+ LED
BLE ' CEN3
BIS #100.LATCH1
SUB CENTAC.SCR1
SUB CENTAC,SCR1
CMP Rl.SCRl s IF X< 176 —CENT AC SET X- LED
BGE CEN4
BIS #200.LATCH1
MOV LATCH1.DROUTBUF !OPERATE LEDS
BIT #360.LATCH1
BNE CNTSET {VECTOR OUTSIDE LIMITS
DEC R2 {DECREMENT DWELL COUNTER AND
BEQ CENTEND :EXIT WHEN ZERO
BR DOTADD
MOV CENTIM.R2 {RESET DWELL COUNTER
MOV R0,R4 {UPDATED DOT ADDRESS IN R4
SWAB R4
ADD R1.R4
CMP R4.R3
BNE CEN5
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JMP CENTIN
CLEAR OLD CROSS DISPLAY AND DISPLAY UPDATED POSITION
CEN5: MOV #177770,DROUTBUF s SET CLEAR MODE
BIS #2. DRCSR :ENABLE DECODER
JSR PC.CROSS ;CLEAR OLD CROSS
MOV R4.R3
MOV #177771.DROUTBUF :SET WRITE MODE
JSR PC,CROSS :WRITE NEW CROSS
BIC #2,DRCSR {DISABLE DECODER
JMP CENTIN
CENTEND:RTS PC
CROSS: MOV R3,DROUTBUF
ADD #2.DROUTBUF
ADD #2.DROUTBUF
ADD #2,DROUTBUF
SUB #14.DROUTBUF
ADD #2.DROUTBUF
ADD #2.DROUTBUF
ADD #3002.DROUTBUF
SUB #1000.DROUTBUF
SUB #1000.DROUTBUF
SUB #2000.DROUTBUF
SUB #1000.DROUTBUF
SUB #1000.DROUTBUF
RTS PC
PROBE!
SCAN:
PROBE ADJUSTS THE POSITION OF THE COILS UNTIL ANGLE 
BECOMES EQUAL TO THE REQUIRED VALUE HELD IN R4.
PRBREV:
PRBDEL:
PRBLP:
PRBENDs
CMP ANGLE,R4
BEQ PRBEND : PROBE IN POSITION— EX IT
BGT PRBREV
JSR PC,STEPF :MUST INCREASE ANGLE
BR PRBDEL
JSR PC.STEPB 5 MLTST DECREASE ANGLE
MOV #800..R0 :DUMMY LOOP DELAY TO
CMP R0.R0 :CONTROL MOTOR SPEED
SOB R0.PRBLP
BR PROBE ■.REPEAT UNTIL DONE
RTS PC
: SCAN CONTROLS THE STEPPER MOTOR AND SUPERVISES THE MEASUREMENT
;STORAGE AND DISPLAY OF DATA DURING THE SCANNING PHASE.
MOV FREQ2.DROUTBUF :SET FREQUENCY AND MAGNITUDE
MOV MAG2.DROUTBUF :FOR SCANNING
CLR Rl :USE Rl AS DIRECTION INDICATOR
CMP #225..ANGLE
BLT SCNPOS
MOV #6, Rl :OFFSET FOR STEPF CALLS
THE PROBE IS MOVED TO THE CORRECT STARTING POSITION
DEPENDING ON SCAN DIRECTION. 
IF Rl=6 ANGLE SHOULD BE 0.
IF R1=0 ANGLE SHOULD BE D450
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SCNPDS:
SCNPS1:
SCNLP:
SCN0:
SCN1:
SCN2:
MOV #450..R4
TST Rl
BEQ SCNPS1
CLR R4
JSR PC,PROBE sCORRECT PROBE POSITION
•
:MAKE SCNTIM CONSECUTIVE MEASUREMENTS OF THE QUADRATURE 
:COMPONENT OF THE Y-COILS IN DIFFERENTIAL MODE AND ACCUMULATE 
;THE TOTAL IN R2AR3.
BIC #17,LATCH2 :SELECT CHANNEL 1
BIS #21.LATCH2 ••AND DIFFERENTIAL MODE
MOV LATCH2.DROUTBUF
MOV SCNTIM.R0 :R0 IS COUNTER FOR ADC LOOP
CLR R2 .■RESET D.P. ACCUMULATOR
CLR R3
JSR PC.ADCIN s INPUT POINT
JSR PC.STEPB(Rl) :STEP IN APPROPRIATE DIRECTION
•
: MAKE FURTHER SCNTIM MEASUREMENTS AS BEFORE
•
MOV SCNTIM,R0
JSR PC,ADCIN •.INPUT POINT
••DIVIDE THE TOTAL IN R2&R3 BY SCNTIM#B WHICH REDUCES IT
s TO 8 BITS IN R2.
MOV SCNTIM,R0
ASL R0
ASL R0
ASL R0
DIV R0.R2 58 BIT RESULT IN R2
CMP #377.R2 :MUST PREVENT Y=0377 AS THE VIDEO
BNE SCN0 :DECODER INTERPRETS IT AS AN
DEC R2 ;INSTRUCTION CODE.
JSR PC.STEPB(Rl) :STEP IN APPROPRIATE DIRECTION
s STORE ANDDISPLAY THOSE POINTS WHICH DO NOT LIE.
:IN THE ACCELERATION PHASE OF THE SCAN.
;FIRST IGNORE THOSE POINTS WHICH ARE ACCELERATION POINTS’
1st Rl
BEQ SCN1
CMP ANGLE.#50. :FORWARD SCAN—REJECT ANGLE=<50
BLE SCN4 : IGNORE
BR SCN2
CMP ANGLE.#400. :REVERSE SCAN—REJECT ANGLE=>400
BGE SCN4 ;IGNORE
:THESE POINTS ARE VALID AND MUST BE STORED STARTING AT IX.
!THE OFFSET IS ANGLE-52 IN THE FORWARD DIRECTION AND ANGLE+400
:IN THE REVERSE DIRECTION
MOV ANGLE.R0
ADD #400.,R0
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TST Rl
BEQ SCN3
SUB #452..R0 ;BYTE OFFSET TO IX
SCN3: MOV R2.IX(R0) {STORE THIS POINT
:DISPLAY THIS POINT ON THE MONITOR AT COORDS R2,(R0/2+15)
•
MOV R2,R4
SWAB R4
MOV ANGLE,R0
ASR R0
ADD R0.R4
ADD #15..R4 sR4 CONTAINS DOT ADDRESS
MOV #177771.DROUTBUF sSET WRITE MODE
BIS #2.DRCSR ;ENABLE VIDEO
MOV R4.DROUTBUF {TRANSMIT DATA
BIC #2.DRCSR {DISABLE VIDEO
t
{LOOP IF 0<ANGLE<450
SCN4{ TST ANGLE
BEQ SCN9
CMP ANGLE.#450.
BLT SCNLP
{END OF SCAN. BALANCE COIL FOR SCAN-MODE 
«
BIC #20.LATCH2 {SET SCAN MODE
MOV LATCH2.DROUTBUF
SCN6: CLR' Rl {Rl IS DWELL TIME COUNTER
SCN7s MOV PBAL.DROUTBUF {UPDATE BALANCE SIGNAL
MOV QBAL.DROUTBUF
CLR R2
CLR R3
MOV #300.R0 {MAKE R0 CONSECUTIVE MEASUREMENTS
BIC #1.LATCH2 {ON CHANNEL 0 OF IP
MOV LATCH2.DROUTBUF
JSR PC.ADCIN
DIV #300.R2
ASR R2
ASR R2
MOV R2.R5 ;R5 CONTAINS IP
CLR R2
CLR R2
MOV #300.R0 ;REPEAT PROCESS FOR IQ
BIS #1.LATCH2 ;ON CHANNEL 1
MOV LATCH2.DROUTBUF
JSR PC.ADCIN
DIV #300,R2
ASR R2
ASR R2 !R2 CONTAINS IQ
•
{TEST IF R2 AND R5 ARE BOTH WITHIN RANGE 
•
CMP R2.#152.
BGE SCNB
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SCN8:
SCN10:
SCN11:
SCN12:
SCN5:
SCN9:
BASE: 
BAS1:
:R2,R5 WITHIN LIMITS,INCREMENT DWELL 
!TIME COUNTER AND LOOP IF NOT STABLE
5ADJUST BALANCE SIGNAL
CMP R2.#152.
BLE SCN10
DEC QBAL
CMP R2,#104,
BGE SCN11
INC ' QBAL 
CMP R5.#152.
BLE SCN12
DEC PBAL
CMP R5.#104.
BGE SCN6
INC PBAL
BR SCN6
CLR R1
JMP SCNLP
BIC #17.LATCH1 sSWITCH OFF MOTOR COILS
MOV LATCH1.DROUTBUF
RTS PC
•i
:BASE IS A SUBROUTINE WHICH REMOVES AN UN KNOWN SINUSOIDAL
:BASELINE FROM A SINGLE COIL SCAN.
•
JSR PC.CLEAR :CLEAR SCREEN
JSR R5.GRAPH :DISPLAY RAW DATA
.WORD IY.l
•
:SET AND DISPLAY INITIAL ESTIMATE OF BASELINE 
•
MOV #200..R0 :CLEAR ARRAY IV
MOV #1V ,R1
CLR <R1)+
SOB R0.BAS1
JSR R5.GRAPH :DISPLAY IV
.WORD IV.1
•f
:SET INITIAL VALUES OF ALL CONTROL CONSTANTS
«•
CLR BSCNT
CLR BSMAX
MOV #1.BSMODE
MOV #100,BSYP
•
:ESTIMATE INITIAL VALUE OF PEAK POSITION (BSXP)
CMP R2.#104.
BLE SCN8
CMP R5.#152.
BGE SCN8
CMP R5.#104.
BLE SCN8
INC R1
CMP R1,#10
BGE SCN5
BR SCN7
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CLR R0 sOFFSET TO IY
MOV #377, R1 ;R1 WILL BE MINIMUM VALUE OF IY
BAS2: CMP IY(R0),R1
BGE BAS3
MOV IY(R0).R1
MOV R0.BSXP
BAS3: ADD #2,R0
CMP R0. #398.
BLE BAS2
ADD #200.,BSXP
CMP BSXP,#39B. ;COMPENSATE FOR WRAP AROUND
BLE BAS4
SUB #400.,BSXP sPEAK POSITION
: THIS IS MAIN LOOP ENTRY— UPDATE BASELINE DISPLAY
BAS4: MOV #200.,R0
MOV #IV,R1 :IV IS CURRENT BASELINE
MOV #IZ.R2 :IZ IS OLD
BAS5: MOV (R1)+.(R2)+
SOB R0.BAS5
;CALCULATE NEW BASELINE IN IV AS A FUNCTION OF BSYP AND BSXP 
5-----------------. lV(I)=YP*SIN(I+50-XP)/256
i
MOV BSMAX.BSMAXL
MOV #77777.BSMAX
CMP BSXP.#398. !COMPENSATE FOR WRAP AROUND
BLE BAS51
SUB #400.,BSXP
BAS51! TST BSXP
BGE BAS52
ADD #400..BSXP
BAS52. CLR R0
BAS6;' MOV R0.R1 ;CALCULATE OFFSET TO SINE
ADD #100..R1
SUB BSXP.R1
TST R1 sCOMPENSATE FOR WRAP AROUND
BGE BAS7
ADD #400.,R1
BAS7: CMP Rl.#398.
BLE BAS8
SUB #400.,R1
BAS8: MOV SINE(R1) .R2 ;13 BIT SINE
MUL BSYP.R2 :21 BIT YP*SIN
ASHC #177770.R2 513 BIT YP*SIN
MOV R3,R4 :MAKE COPY
ASH #177773.R4 ;8 BIT YP*SIN FOR IV
MOV R4,1V (R0)
MOV IY (R0).R4 ;FETCH IY
ASH #5,R4 .*13 BIT IY
SUB R3.R4 :13 BIT IY-PY*SIN
CMP R4.BSMAX
BGE BAS9 :TEST
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MOV R4.BSMAX
BAS9: TST (R0) +
CMP R0,#398.
BLE BAS6
ASL BSMAX
MOV BSYP.R1
ASH #5,R1
ADD Rl.BSMAX
•
sTEST EXIT CONDITION
•
CMP BSMAX.BSMAXL
BLE BAS10
CLR BSCNT
BAS10: - INC BSCNT
CMP BSCNT.#20
BGE BAS30
DETERMINE NEXT MOVE
•i
MOV BSMODE.R0
ASL R0
JMP 0BAS11(R0)
BASH: .WORD BAS12
.WORD BASH
.WORD BASH
.WORD BASIB
BAS12: CMP BSMAX,BSMAXL
BLT BAS13
INC BSYP
BR BAS21
BAS13: MOV BSMAXL.BSMAX
DEC BSYP
INC BSMODE
SUB #2.BSXP
BR BAS21
BASH: CMP BSMAX.BSMAXL
BLT BAS15
SUB #2,BSXP
BR BAS21
BAS15: MOV BSMAXL,BSMAX
ADD #4,BSXP
INC BSMODE
BR BAS21
BAS16: CMP BSMAX.BSMAXL
BLT BAS17
ADD #2.BSXP
BR BAS21
BAS17: MOV. BSMAXL.BSMAX
SUB #2.BSXP
INC BSMODE
DEC BSYP
BR BAS21
BAS18: CMP BSMAX.BSMAXL
BLT BAS 19
DEC BSYP
:LOOP TILL END 
;13 BIT YP
:EX I IT
? BYTE OFFSET TO JUMP LIST
:MODE 0 YP INCREASING 
;KEEP GOING 
? TOO FAR •
:MODE 1 XP DECREASING
:KEEP GOING 
;TOO FAR
:MODE 2 XP INCREASING 
sKEEP GOING 
{TOO FAR
?MODE 3 YP DECREASING 
:KEEP GOING
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BAS 19:
BAS21:
BAS30:
BAS31:
FAC:
FAC1:
BR BAS21
MOV BSMAXL.BSMAX :TOO FAR
ADD #2.BSYP
CLR BSMODE
BR 6AS21
:CLEAR OLD BASELINE AND DISPLAY NEW ONE
JSR R5.GRAPH
.WORD IZ.0
JSR R5,GRAPH
.WORD IV.1
JMP BAS4 :ITERATE
•
:SUBTRACT ESTIMATED BASELINE FROM RAW DATA AND DISPLAY
I
JSR PC,CLEAR
MOV #200..R0
MOV #1V,R1
MOV #IY,R2
SUB <R1>+.<R2)+
SOB R0.BAS31
JSR R5.GRAPH
.WORD IY.l
RTS PC : EX IT
?FAC WRITES THE PRESENTATION GRAPHICS TO THE SCREEN
: IT IS CALLED BY JSR R5,FAC
•
I .WORD MAGNITUDE,ANGLE
•
JSR PC,CLEAR :CLEAR SCREEN AND ENABLE
MOV @(R5)+.SCR10 :STORE ARGS.
MOV @(R5)+.SCR11
MOV #177771.DROUTBUF :DECODER IN WRITE MODE
BIS #2.DRCSR
JSR R5.LINE sWRITE LINE ELEMENTS OF RIVET
.WORD FCY1.FCX1.FCY1.FCX6
JSR R5.LINE
.WORD FCY2.FCX1.FCY2.FCX3
JSR R5.LINE
.WORD FCY3.FCX1,FCY3.FCX3
JSR R5. LINE
.WORD FCY1.FCX2.FCY4.FCX3
JSR R5.LINE
.WORD FCY2.FCX4.FCY2.FCX6
JSR R5.LINE
.WORD FCY3.FCX4,FCY3,FCX6
JSR R5,LINE
.WORD FCY1.FCX5.FCY4,FCX4
i
•.GENERATE CIRCLE
CLR R0 :OFFSET TO SINE
MOV SINE (R0),R1 :CALCULATE NEXT Y IN R1
SUB #4096.,R1
ASH #177773.R1
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FAC2:
FCT X 0 s 
FCTX1: 
FCT X 2: 
FCTX3: 
FCT X 4: 
FCTX5: 
FCTX6:
MUL #96.,R1
CLRB R1
SWAB R1
ADD #112.,R1 :Y=112+96*(SINE(R0)-128)/256
MOV R0.R3 sCALCULATE NEXT X IN R3
MOV R0.R3
ADD #100.,R3 ;OFFSET FOR COSINE
CMP R3.#398.
BLE FAC2
SUB #400..R3 sCOMPENSATE FOR WRAP AROUND
MOV SINE(R3>.R3
SUB #4096.,R3
ASH #177773.R3
MUL #77.,R3
CLRB R3
SWAB R3
ADD - #192.,R3 sX=192+77*(COS(R0)-128)/256
SWAB R1 !FORM DOT ADDRESS IN R3
ADD Ri ,R3
MOV R3.DR0UTBUF :O/P NEXT DOT
ADD #2.R0
CMP R0. #398.
BLE FAC1 ;LOOP TILL DONE
:WRITE LEGENDS
JSR R5.MPRINT
.WORD FCTXT1
JSR R5.MPRINT
.WORD FCTXT2
!WRITE CRACK MAGNITUDE
MOV SCR10.R0
ASL R0 :BYTE OFFSET TO LIST
JMP 6FCTXL(R0)
JSR R5.MPRINT
.WORD FCTL0
BR FAC21
JSR R5.MPRINT
.WORD FCTL1
BR FAC21
JSR R5.MPRINT
.WORD FCTL2
BR FAC21
JSR R5.MPRINT
.WORD FCTL3
BR FAC21
JSR R5.MPRINT
.WORD FCTL4
BR FAC21
JSR R5.MPRINT
.WORD FCTL5
BR FAC21
JSR R5.MPRINT
.WORD FCTL6
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FCTX7: 
FCTXB: 
FCTX9: 
FCTX10: 
FCTX11: 
FCTX12:
FAC21: 
FAC3:
FAC4: 
FACS: 
FAC6:
BR FAC21
JSR R5.MPRINT
.WORD FCTL7
BR FAC21
JSR R5.MPRINT
.WORD FCTL8
BR FAC21
JSR R5.MPRINT
.WORD FCTL9
BR FAC21
JSR R5.MPRINT
.WORD FCTL10
BR FAC21
JSR R5.MPRINT
.WORD FCTL11
BR FAC21
JSR R5.MPRINT
.WORD FCTL12
BR FAC21
•
: THIS AREA CONTROLS THE FLASHING
i
MOV SCR11.R0 :CRACK ANGLE
SUB #100..R0
TST R0
BGE FAC3
ADD #400..R0 \COMPENSATE FOR UNDERFLOW
MOV SINE(R0).R1
SUB #4096.,R1
ASH #177775.R1 ;Y INC (*256) =-4*(COS-128)
MOV R1.SCR12 :SCR12=Y INC
MOV SCR11.R0
MOV SINE(R0).R3
SUB #4096. .R3
ASR R3
SXT R2
DIV #5.R2 :X INC (*256) =(COS-128)*16/5
MOV R2.SCR13 :SCR13=X INC
MOV #1. SCR22 :FLASH ON/OFF INDICATOR
«
: MAIN FLASH LOOP ENTRY
«
MOV #177771.DROUTBUF :SET IN APPROPRIATE MODE DEPENDIND
TST SCR22 s ON SCR22
BGT FAC5
MOV #177770.DROUTBUF
BIS #2.DRCSR sENABLE DECODER
MOV #70000,SCR14 :NEXT Y (*256)
MOV #140000. SCR15 5NEXT X (*256)
MOV #23.,R0 :LOOP COUNTER FOR LINE DOTS
MOV SCR14.R1
CLRB R1
MOV SCR15.R2
CLRB R2.
SWAB R2
ADD Ri,R2 :DOT ADDRESS
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MOV R2.DROUTBUF ?0/P DOT
ADD SCR12.SCR14 ?UPDATE COORDS.
ADD SCR 13.SCR 15
SOB R0.FAC6 :LINE COMPLETE
•
s GENERATE HATCHING LINES 
•
MOV #110.,SCR16 ;Y1
MOV #89..SCR1B {Y2
MOV #35.,SCR 17 5 X1,X2 S.V.
MOV #2.SCR19
CMP SCR11.#198.
BGT FAC7
MOV #91.,SCR17 ;RHS HATCHING
NEG SCR19
FAC7: CLR SCR21
FACB: CMP SCR21.SCR10
BEQ FAC9 ?TEST FOR FINISH
JSR R5.LINE
.WORD SCR16.SCR17.SCR1B.SCR17
SUB #2.SCR18 {UPDATE COORDS.
SUB SCR19.SCR17
INC SCR21
BR FACB
FAC9: MOV #250..R0
JSR PC.DELAY
NEG SCR22 .
JSR R5.TEST
.WORD EDI
BR FAC4 {LOOP UNTIL INTERRUPT
RTS R5
FCY1: .WORD 64. {THESE CONSTANTS DETERMINE THE
FCY2: .WORD 112. {SIZE AND SHAPE OF THE RIVET
FCY3: .WORD 160.
FCY4 s .WORD 176.
FCXl! .WORD 0
FC X 2 s .WORD 12.
FCX3: .WORD 37.
FC X 4{ .WORD 89.
FC X 5 s .WORD 114.
FCX6: .WORD L28.
FCTXT1: .WORD 2.4
.ASCIZ /PROFILE ANGLE/
.EVEN
FCTXT2: .WORD 11..3
.ASCIZ /SIZE OF LARGEST CRACK/
.EVEN
FCTXL: .WORD FCTX0 {JUMP ADDRESSES
.WORD FCTX1
.WORD FCTX2
.WORD FCTX3
.WORD FCTX4
.WORD FCTX5
.WORD FCTX6
.WORD FCTX7
.WORD FCTX8
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FCTL0:
FCTL1:
FCTL2:
FCTL3;
FCTL4:
FCTL5:
FCTL6:
FCTL7:
FCTL8:
FCTL9:
FCTL10:
FCTL11:
FCTL12:
.WORD
.WORD
.WORD
.WORD
.WORD
.ASCIZ
.EVEN
.WORD
.ASCIZ
.EVEN
.WORD
.ASCIZ
.EVEN
.WORD
.ASCIZ
.EVEN
.WORD
.ASCIZ
.EVEN
.WORD
.ASCIZ
.EVEN
.WORD
•ASCIZ
.EVEN
.WORD
.ASCIZ
.EVEN
.WORD
.ASCIZ
.EVEN
.WORD
.ASCIZ
.EVEN
.WORD
.ASCIZ
.EVEN
.WORD
.ASCIZ
.EVEN
.WORD
.ASCIZ
.EVEN
FCTX9 
FCTX10 
FCTX11 
FCTX12 
12.,8 .
/NO CRACKS/
12..8 .
/0:25 MMS/
12..8 .
/0:50 MMS/
12. ,8 .
/0:75 MMS/
12 . .8 .
/1:00 MMS/
12. .8 .
/1s 25 MMS/
12 . .8 .
/1s50 MMS/
12 . .8 .
/1s 75 MMS/
12. .8 .
/2:00 MMS/
12. .8 .
/2:00 MMS/
12. ,8 .
/2:00 MMS OR MORE/ 
1 2 . .8 .
/2:00 MMS OR MORE/ 
12..8 .
/2:00 MMS OR MORE/
:LINE WRITES A STRAIGHT LINE FROM Y1.X1 TO Y2.X2. IT IS 
•
! JSR R5.LINE
! .WORD LOC(Yl).LOC(X1).LOC(Y2).L 0 C(X 2)
LINE { MOV
MOV
MOV
MOV
CLR
CMP
BGE
§(R5)+,R0 
6(R5)+.R1 
0(R5)+.SCR1 
0(R5)+.SCR2 
R3
R0.SCR1
LIN1
{FETCH COORDS
{DETERMINE Y INCREMENTS
CALLED BY
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INC R3
L1N1: CMP R0.SCR1
BLE LIN2
DEC R3
LIN2: CLR R4 ?DETERMINE X INCREMENTS
CMP R1.SCR2
BSE LIN3
INC R4
LIN3: CMP R1.SCR2
BLE LIN4
DEC R4
LIN4: MOV R0.R2 5FORM DOT ADDRESS IN R2
SWAB R2
ADD R1.R2
MOV R2.DROUTBUF jO/P POINT
CMP R0.SCR1
BNE LINS
- CLR R3
LIN5: CMP R1.SCR2
BNE LIN6
CLR R4
LIN6: ADD R3.R0
ADD R4.R1
TST R3
BNE LIN4
TST R4
BNE LIN4
RTS R5
; SIZE SCANS THE SIVEN ARRAY AND DETERMINES MAX-MIN AND
•.THE POSITION OF MAX. IT IS CALLED BY
•« JSR R5.SIZE
ii .WORD ARRAY.RESULT.ANSLE
SIZE!
»
MOV <R5)+.R0 !ADDRESS OF ARRAY
CLR R1 sRl WILL BE MAX
MOV #377,R2 5R2 WILL BE MIN
MOV #200.,R3 .•COUNTER
SIZ1-! CMP (R0),R1
BLE SIZ2
MOV (R0).Ri s NEW MAX
MOV R3,R4 :ANGLE
SIZ2: CMP (R0).R2
BSE SIZ3
MOV (R0).R2 :NEW MIN
SIZ3: ADD #2.R0
SOB R3.SIZ1
CLR R0
SUB R2.R1
DIV #10.R0 ;NORMALISE MABNITUDE
CMP R0.#14
BLE SIZ4
MOV #14.R0
51Z 4: MOV R0.@ (R5) + sPUT RESULT IN DESTINATION
DEC R4 !CONVERT TO BYTE OFFSET
ASL R4
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NEB R4
ADD #398..R4
MOV R4.0(R5)+ ;CLOCKWISE INDICATION OF ANGLE
RTS R5
«
;BOOTSTRAP. PROCESSOR JUMPS TO LOC. 17000 AFTER POWER UP
t
.=.+7302
JMP §#EDISCN sSTART PROGRAM
.=.+774 :END OF PROM AREA
{THIS AREA OF PROGRAM CONTROLS THE DUMPING OF LOC. 40000 TO 
{LOC. 57777 OF THE CORE IMAGE ON TO 2732 EPROM. IT CAN ONLY 
{BE ACCESSED FROM THE RT-11 SYSTEM BY HALTING THE RUNNING 
{PROGRAM IN ODT AND RESTARTING AT LOC. 60000.
PROM: CLR DRCSR {CLEAR CSR0.CSR1—READ MODE
MOV #40000,R1 ;R1 IS SOURCE ADDRESS
CLR R3 :R3 IS CHIP ADDRESS
CLR R5 sR5 IS FAILURE COUNT
HALT {WAIT FOR OPERATOR
PROM!! MOV <R1).R2 :R2 IS O/P DATA
SWAB R2 {CHANGE TO NOP FOR LOW BYTES
MOV R3.DROUTBUF {O/P CHIP ADDRESS TO ALATCH
MOV R3,DROUTBUF ? CHECK
MOV #1. R0
JSR PC.DELAY {WAIT
MOV DRINBUF,R4 {READ CHIP TO CHECK ALL 1'S
CMPB R4. #377
BEG! PR0M2
HALT
PR0M2: BIS #2.DRCSR {STANDBY MODE
MOV # 1. R0
JSR PC,DELAY {WAIT
MOV R2.DROUTBUF {O/P DATA TO DLATCH
MOV R2,DROUTBUF {CHECK
MOV #1.R0
JSR PC,DELAY {WAIT
BIS #1,DRCSR sINHBIT MODE
MOV # 1, R0
JSR PC.DELAY {WAIT
MOV DRINBUF.R4 {CHECK DLATCH
CMPB, R4.R2
BEQ PR0M3
BIC #1.DRCSR
HALT
PR0M3: BIC #2.DRCSR {START PROGRAM PULSE
MOV #50..R0
JSR PC.DELAY :50 MS DELAY
BIS #2.DRCSR {TERMINATE PULSE
MOV #1.R0
JSR PC.DELAY
MOV DRINBUF.R4 {CHECK.DLATCH AGAIN
CMPB R4.R2
BEQ PR0M4
BIC #1.DRCSR
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PROM4:
HALT
BIC #1. DRCSR
MOV #10.R0
JSR PC,DELAY
BIC #2.DRCSR
MOV #1 ,R0
JSR PC.DELAY
MOV DRINBUF,R4
CMPB R4.R2
BEQ PR0M5
PR0M5:
HALT
INC R3
TST (Rl) +
CMP R3,#7777
BLE PROM1
HALT
.END EDISON
s STANDBY MODE
;READ MODE
; I/P DATA 
;VERIFY
sUPDATE ADDRESSES AND LOOP 
sRT-11 TRANSFER ADDRESS
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APPENDIX B
RECURSIVE LEAST SQUARES FILTERING
This is a method that has been developed to smooth noisy
equi—interval data and to estimate its first and second 
derivatives. The behaviour in the proximity of each sample point 
y(i) is approximated by the set of quadratic functions
For each if the parameters a(i). b(i> and c(i) are determined by 
Least Squares minimisation using the samples y(i+j> where 
—p j <C +p. It follows that a(i> is the minimum variance 
estimate of the true value of yCi)5 b(i) is its derivative and 
c(i> is its second derivative providing that a quadratic 
approximation is valid for the range of values of j. The normal 
equations are derived by minimising the function
t(i+j) = a(i) + b(i).j + c(i).j^ (Bml)
«• * °
v(i+j> — a(i> — b(i).i — c(i)«j (B.2)
J---P
with respect to a(i), b(i) and c(i). This leads to
vCi+j) = a(i).i + b(i).j + c(i).j^
j.v(i+j) = a(i).j + bCD.j'*1 + c(i).j'*’ (B.3)
where
.i^ -.yCi+j) = a(i).j^ + b(i).j-‘ + c(i>.j^
l ‘ P
v(i+j) (B.4)
I ' ' ?
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and so on- I t  -follows from this definition that (B.3) becomes
y(i+ji) = a(i).(2p+l)
since
j.y(i+j) = (B.5>
+ c(i).j,-4
(B-6)
Thus for each point i, a(i>, bCi) and c(i) can be found by 
solving (B.5). If this were to be done explicitly it  would take 
so much time to calculate the coefficients on the LHS that the 
method would be prohibitively slow. However, if they are 
expressed in recursive form then there is an enormous gain in 
speed. Thus it can be seen by expanding these quantities that
v(i+J> = v(i-l+_i> + y(i+p) — y(i-D-l)
j.y(i+j) = jLy€i-l+j> -  y<i-l+j> + p.y(i+p>
+(p+l).y(i—p—1)
j^ .yCi+j) = jp-vCi—i+j) — 2j.y(i-l+j) + y(i-l+j)
+p^ .(y(i+p> — (p+D^ .yCi—p-l>
(B.7)
(B-8)
(B.9)
The form of these equations is more easily seen by expressing 
them in matrix form. Thus if
a(i) y(i+.i)
A(i) = b(i) , YCi) = j.v(i+j)
c(i)
n
,i^ .y<i+j)
(B.10)
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then (B.9) becomes
where
and
Y(i> = S.Yd- I) H
1 0 0
S = -1 1 0
1 1
K(i> =
v(i+p) — y(i-p—1> 
p.y(i+p> + (p+l).y(i—p—1) 
p-^ .yd+p) — (p+l)^ .yd—p—1)
(B.ll)
(B.12)
(B.13)
Therefore (B.5) can be written as
where
Y(i) = N.A(i) (B.14)
1 0
.*■>
N = 0
n
0 (B.15)
n
y- 0 F
Substituting (B.14) into (B.ll) and rearranoinq qives
A(i) = N_1.S.N.A(i-l) + N_1.K(i)
This is a first order recursive digital filter which enables new 
estimates of the parameters to be calculated in terms of the 
current estimates for a comparatively small computational cost.
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APPENDIX C
SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS
ABBREVIATIONS
ADC analogue to digital converter
CCIR International Radio Consultative Committee
CMOS complementary metal OKide semiconductor
CRT cathode ray tube
DAC digital to analogue converter
EMF electromotive -force
EPROM erasable programmable read only memory
FET •field effect transistor
Kb kilobyte
Kw kiloword
IC integrated circuit
I/O input/output
LCD liquid crystal display
LHS left hand side
LSB least significent bit .
MSB most significant bit
NDE non—destructive evaluation
PROM programmable read only memory
RAM random access memory
RAE Royal Aircraft Establishment
RHS right hand side
RMS root mean square
R/W read/write
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S/N signal to noise
SWB standard wire gauge
TV television
VDU visual display unit
XDAC multiplying digital to analogue converter
SYMBOLS
B magnetic induction
c velocity of light
D displacement
E electric field
im 0 electric field when no cracks are present
§c electric field perturbation due to crack
H magnetic field
Ho source magnetic field
Hs scattered magnetic field
H magnetic field phasor
Hy v—component of magnetic field
Hyo y—component of magnetic field at boundary
I current
J current density
q charge densitv
0" conductivity
OJ angular frequency
permeability
€ permittivity
I skin depth
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Vo
vs
Vb
Vl
V2
V3
C1-C4
Rcl“Rc4
Lc1-L c4
Vcl-Vc4
Rc
*-c
R*
k
RVi
RV2
v(i)
g(i)
z(i>
t(i)
a(i)
b(i)
c(i>
i
j
P
amplifier output voltage 
signal generator voltage 
balance signal voltage 
voltage variables
II II
II II
transducer coils 
coil resistances 
coil inductances 
coil voltages 
nominal coil resisance 
nominal coil inductance 
feedback resistance 
constant
variable resistor
If II
raw data
derivative of raw data 
classifier output 
quadratic fitting function 
Quadratic parameters at point i
II II II
I I  I I  I I
integer
I I
II
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column vector
II It
II II
coefficient matrix
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shows the perturbation due to the crack- (D) summarises the 
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FIGURE 5 A comparison o-f static, dynamic and scanning methods. 
<ft) shows a slotted specimen, (8) is the signal due to the slots, 
(C) is the signal due solely to the crack and (D) is the observed 
signal.
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FIGURE 7 Typical signals obtained by scanning with a C—core- (A) 
is du.e to a crack, (B) is the o-f-f—centre error signal and (C> is 
the observed signal.
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FIGURE 11 A comparison o-f (A) the signal obtained using a C-core 
and <B> the signal obtained using an E-core.
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FIGURE 12 The initial automated transducer.
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FIGURE 15 Fabrication o-f the C-core transducer. <A) shows the 
method o-f assembling the cores and coils and (B> is the tool tor 
winding the coils.
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FIGURE 18 (A) is the basic drive circuit -for a single coil and
<B> shows how two coils can be balanced in the di-f-ferential mode-
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FIGURE 19 (A) shows the relative positions and labelling of the
•four cores and coils in the transducer. (B) is the circuit for 
driving two coils in the differential mode only.
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UTILITY
DELAY
HOLD
TEST
STEPF
STEPB
PROBE
ADCIN
GRAPHICS
GRAPH
CLEAR
MPRINT
MCLRL'
MTYPE
LINE
FAC
CONTROL
CENTRE
SCAN
ANALYSIS
BASE
FIGURE 55 List o-f operating system subroutines.
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ANALYSE DATA 
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RESULTS
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WAIT FOR
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INTERVENTION _ RESET 
BUTTON
FIGURE 54 Structure o-f the operating system.
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FIGURE 55 The operating system memory map.
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FIGURE 36 Flowcharts -for subroutines DELAY, HOLD and TEST-
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FIGURE 57 Control o-f the stepper motor. (A> shows the sequence 
o-f bit patterns needed for smooth rotation and (B) lists the 
binary and octal equivalents of these patterns.
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FIGURE 38 Flowchart -for subroutines STEPF and STEPS.
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FIGURE 39 Flowchart for subroutine PROBE.
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FIGURE 40 Flowchart -for subroutine ADCIN.
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FIGURE 41 Flowchart -for subroutine GRAPH.
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FIGURE 42 Flowcharts -for subroutines CLEAR, MCLRL and MTYPE-
FIGURE 45 
displayed
1
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FIGURE 44 Flowchart -for subroutine MPRINT.
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FIGURE 45 Flowchart -for subroutine CENTRE.
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FIGURE 46 Flowchart -for subroutine SCAN-
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FIGURE 47 Flowchart o-f the balancing algorithm-
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FIGURE 48 <A> is the signal due to a crack and (B) shows the
effect o-f removing it's fundamental frequency component.
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FIGURE 49 The method used to remove a sinusoidal baseline.
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FIGURE 50 Flowchart for subroutine BASE-
(C) (D)
FIGURE 51 Photographs o-F the video monitor showing (A) 
centreing, (B) removal o-f sinusoid, (C) isolation o-F crack signal 
and <D> display o-F results.
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FIGURE 52 Flowchart -for subroutine FAC-
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FIGURE 54 Background measurements- (A) and (B> were made with 
the transducer away from any conductors- (C) and (D) were made on 
a flat metal plate-
FIGURE 55 Measurements of a 1.5 mm defect made with a 
non—ferreous -fastener fitted. (A) is the raw data referred to the 
estimated sinusoidal background and (B> after the sinusoid is 
subtracted, the isolated crack signal is referred to a straight 
baseline.
FIGURE 56 Similar to the previous -figure except that no -fastener 
was -fitted.
FIGURE 57 Repeated scans of a hole with a 0.6 mm defect. 
(A)-(E) show the observed data with the estimated sinusoidal 
error signals. (F)—(J) are the corresponding results with the 
error signal removed.
FIGURE 58 Observed data for scans of the test specimen with 
defects of various sizes in the top plate.
FIGURE 59 Similar to the previous -figure except that the 
sinusoidal error signals have been removed in each case.
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FIGURE 60 The parameters that are used -for pattern recognition. 
Y(i) are the observed data, G(i) is the derivative and Z(i) is 
the output o-F the dassi-fier.
FIGURE 61 The smoothed data with the -fundamental -frequency 
component removed -for various de-fect sizes.
FIGURE 62 The smoothed derivatives o-f the data -for various 
de-fect sizes.
FIGURE 65 The outputs o-f the pattern recognition classi-fier -for 
various de-fect sizes-
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FIGURE 64 Several independent measurements for zero de-fect 
length to show the systematic error signal due to the stepper 
motor bearings (4 x magnification).
FIGURE 65 The smoothed data -for various defect sizes with 
stepper motor error signal subtracted.
FIGURE 66 The smoothed derivatives of the data for various 
defect sizes with the stepper motor error signal subtracted.
FIGURE 67 The outputs o-f the pattern recognition classifier for 
various defect sizes when the stepper motor error signal is 
subtracted.
FIGURE 68 Classifier output for several independent measurements 
of 0.2 mm defects with the stepper motor error signal subtracted.
FIGURE 69 Classifier output for several independent measurements 
of unflawed holes with the stepper motor error signal subtracted.
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I/O  CONTROLLER VDU
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(B)
FIGURE 70 Block diagram of the Eddiscan system. CA) is the mains 
version and (B) is the battery version.
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CSR0 CSR1 FUNCTION
0 0 Write EPROM address to ALATCH
or read data -from EPROM.
0 1 Write data to DLATCH.
1 1 Read data from DLATCH.
1 0 Programming pulse applied to
EPROM.
FIGURE 72 Summary of. the EPROM formatter control codes.
( s t a r t  )
CALL DELAY  
50 ms
DA TA
CORRECT? (  HALT )
FINISH )
COUNT <== 0
TERMINATE 
PROGRAM PULSE
READ DATA FROM 
EPROM AND  
VERIFY
START PROGRAM  
PULSE
COUNT c  
COUNT+1
WRITE ADDRESS OF NEXT  
EPROM LOCATION TO 
ALATCH
WRITE NEW D A TA  TO 
DLATCH
READ DLATCH AND 
CONFIRM DA TA
READ DATA FROM EPROM 
AND CONFIRM THAT ALL 
BITS ARE SET TO 1*S
FIGURE 75 Flowchart -For subroutine PROM.
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NON-FERROUS 
FASTENER
' v V > v - ' /  ' I
\ < r v  /   ^  /
FERROUS
FASTENER
(B)
FIGURE 75 An illustration o-f the e-f-fect o-f a fefTOUS -fastener 
on the -field distribution of a C—core-
PARALLEL COILS WOUND 
ON DIELECTRIC BLOCKS
FIGURE 76 Transducers for eddy—current imaging. <A) vector 
tomography and <B) polarised coil array.
